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NEW MEXICAN
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, MONDAY DECEMBER 13, 1909
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Sleet and Wind Cripple Wire Sat in Life Saving Yawl Pick Parishioners of South Side
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STILL MISSING ARCHBISHOP DELIVERS SERMON

Last Venture Mining Company Will Be Dismissed Unless They Tells U. S Senate that Zelaya Is Barns and Fe ices Leveled and Blizzard That Has Been Raging Origin of the Day is Explained
Since Last Wednesday Is
Most Despicable
Railroad Traffic Seriously
Files Incorporation
By His Grace in Most InteObey Orders in That
Unabated.
Criminal.
Impeded.
Papers.
Respect.
resting Manner.
San Salvador,

Washington, D. C. Doc. '13. PresiIncorporatiop papers were filed today by the Last Venture Gold Mining dent Taft served noiice on ambitious
of
Phoenix,
Maricopa, members of Congress that the newly
Company
Arizona, and of Little Falls, Minn., organized machinery for the taking of
with New Mexico offices at Hillsboro, the coming census is not to he utilized
Sierra county. The capitalization is for jiolitical ends.
lie addressed
$'0(ymo, divided into 300,000 shares. eighty-fivsupervisors of the census
The incorporators and directors are: at the executive office and told them
O. Duclos, C. E.
Bernhardt. .1. W. plainly if they used their offices, or if
Stuck, Frank Goblenz. C. F. Hoist and they permitted the enumerators diihe New Mexico agent is James W. rectly under them to further political
Stuck of Hillsboro.
endeavors he would remove them
Big Irrigation Project.
promptly.
Additional filings were made today
"Many of you most of you have
in the office of the territorial engineer been recommended by congressmen,"
by the. Placita- Ranch Company and J. said the President, "and it may be that
D. Hand for the waters of the Coyote, some of those congressmen will come
Sebolla and Mora rivers for the Don to you and expect because they did
Santiago reservoir which is to contain recommend you that, you owe them
oP.OOO acre feet and the La Cueva lake
something in the way of selecting the
which is to contain 12,000 acre feet. men ris enumerators who will help
Also by A. A. Jones for the surplus them in their congressional elections,
waters of the Sapello. Both projects
"You have got to select the men
are located in San Miguel county. The whom you think will do the work, and
Santa Pa Irrigation and Improvement if you catch them doing political work
Company also filed complete plats of i wish you to remove them, just as I
dams and reservoirs No. 2 and 3 on will remove you if I catch you doing
the Arroyo Hondo, six miles south of poltical work. It is business. I am
Santa Fe, Harry A. Allen Company of not quarreling with the congressmen."
Chicago, 111., being the engineers.

Dec. 13. The reign
Pittsburg. Pa., Dec. 13. Severe
terror continues at Managua, the sleet and wind storm crippled wire
capital of .Nicaragua. President Ze- communication east, of this city tolaya is ruling with a hand of "iron. day. Already several deaths have
Political offenders, real and suspect- been reported from western Pennsyled, crowd the jails. The government's vania and the damage will be heavy.
allowance for food for prisoners Is To center of the storm
apparently is
absurdly small, and the result is that iu the Alleganies. In that vicinity a
they are half starved. The routine heavy snow of sleet and wind levelof the prison is broken by beatings; ed the
wires, fences and barns and
which the authorities order from time blocked the railroads. The storm exto time for such prisoners as have intends from the Missouri river east.
curred the special displeasure of the
Lake Season Closes.
ruling power. The men" in chains numDec. 13. With
twenty-fivCleveland,
her several hundred.
vessels today braving the gales
Mexico ir. Accord With United States. and the ice of the Great
Lakes, nearly
Washington, D. C, Dec. 13. A Mex- all on the last trip of the shipping seaican gunboat is enroute to Corinto ac- son of 1000, is practically at an end.
cording to official advices from Mana- It is believed that within twenty-fougua today. This seems to indicate that hours the lakes will be cleared of
the Mexican government is actively co- bOiKs and the end of wrecks and loss
operating with the United States in its of life at an end. Only one boat is
aggressive policy toward Zelaya.
known to be in peril. That is the car
Senator Rayner Asks Vengeance.
ferry Ashtabula, on a sand bar at the
Washington, D. C, Dec. 13. In the' entrance of the harbor of Port
school of corruption, dishonor, perfidy
Canada. A heavy sea is raging
and crime, Zelaya stands without a and there is danger of the boat going
peer, and exhibits in one glow of asso- to pieces. The boat is near shore, and
ciated harmony, pride, of every mode the crew can be rescued easily if nect
and perfection of every crime. Such essary. Of
sailors drowned
creatures as this deserves the exe-- , on Lake Erie last week, only nine
Coal Oil Inspector.
ADVENTURES OF GOOD
ROADS COMMISSION. cration of mankind. Thus spoke Sen- bodies have been recovered.
This afternoon Coal Oil Inspector!
'
ator Rayner of Maryland in the SenF.
I.
Martinez
and
Keeping
Malaquias
of El Paso, manager of the Continental It Came to Grief in the Wilds of Otero ate today, when he called up his HELPING PROHIBITION
resolution authorizing the President, to
Oil Company at El Paso, expected to
County and Thereby Lost Out
TO PROHIBIT NEXT YEAR.
take all necessary steps to apprehend
have a conference to discuss differon Two Banquets,
ences that have arisen over the inspec"Alamogordo has been on the qui President Zelaya of Nicaragua, and Provision of Federal Law That Goes
tion of coal oil at El Paso for import vive ever since Thursday noon in an- - bring him to trial ou the charge of the
Into Effect on New Year Will
into New Mexico.
ticipation of a visit from Governor murder of Groce ando Cannon, two
Strike Blow to Topers in
Senator Rayner's speech
George Curry, Territorial Engineer Americans.
Kansas and Maine.
CHIEF JUSTICE MILLS
Vernon L. Sullivan and Land Commis- - was an unsparing arraignment of
INTERVIEWED ON STATEHOOD. sioner Robert P. Ervien, constituting Zelaya, whom he designated as one of
'
Washington, D. C, Dec. 13 Upon
criminals of the age. "This des- the territorial goard roads commis-jth'
Januray 1. 1910, there will go i'ifo
Speaks of the Prosperity and Progress sion, and the visitors have not yetjperado," he continued, "is everything effect
a new original code. It vms
state
of
about
him.
the
Presarrived.
says
of New Mexico Christmas
secretary
I
The partv started from Tularosa and a great deal more. I have watch- - passed, upon by Congress during a
ent for the Territory.
'
in Judge A. B. Fall's big ' ed for years the revolutionary history Ftolen moment from the tariff conWashington, D. C. Dec. 13. "New yesterday,
sideration of the extra session, and
Mexico has at present a population of aut0 alKl Droke down a snort distance of Central America, and am familiar
account
of
out
on
of
legislators who have not before had
Tularosa
of
of
careers
a
the
great many
over 400 00 " said Judge William .7.
time to read it are likely to have their
a
tne
bad
in
ln
lace
roa(1,
snaPIinS
and
the
the
and
Las
impostors
usurpers,
Mills of
Veas N ' M at the one of the axles. .That incident
that!
attnetion called to its provisions in a
ought grotesque and motley leaders
Shoreham hotel" "and by "l920 the
roads
demand for an "explanation" which
coniinls
vlnce
t0
the
Itistitu-good
from
chaotic
have
thelr
'over
BpninR
.state will have
1,000,000 inhabiwill make the Nicaraguan crisis sound
sion that a little improvement in road tionSi bllt
most
probablv is the
"
uas
ever
risen like a fairy tale. It puts a crimp in
iiespicauie iiguie uiai
"Of course, New Mexico expects
this
county.
in thpir ,nj,ia(.
Sneakine of the the practice of shipping liquor "C.
Congress to admit it to statehood at
, G
smoker was ar- - j ti
a
"Thursday
nigljt
and Cannon. Mr.! O. D." into prohibition states and cuts
this session, both the Republicans and
men's club
at
Alamo
business
ranged
ThiB aCt wag not only off that last source of supply, which
Rayner sai(.
Democrats being pledged to this in. and the club was crowded with
good
but fln jnsnlt (o the had been regarded as inviolable.
Q
act
the
fr,end
New
their presidential 'platforms.
road entnusiasts put- tne nonor guests honor of this
There is a touch of deviltry in the
republic, and cannot reMexico has every qualification to ensubtle rising to a climax which the
ter the Union as a state schools, was ordered ami served, but still no main unavenged."
committee on the revision of the laws
roads, taxable property, public build- guests. The party is. expected to arhas followed in shutting off the last
ings, intellectual standing, patriotism, rive today without fail',' but no more
resort of the tippler. "No railroad
to
energy and everything that goes
entertainments will be arranged until
company or carrier." says the code,
make up the typical American of to- - the narty has actually arrived." El
"srall shin linuor into a prohibition
day.
Paso Herald.
state to other than the bona fide
"Never before in its history has
was
to have been
"Governor Curry
Violation of this section is
there been such prosperity in New in Tularosa Thursday but some thing
punishable by a fine of $3,000 and
Mexico as we are enjoying now," not known to us caused him and our
two years' imprisonment of both.
added Judge Mills. "Everbody is worthy territorial engineer.' to give us
to
Not content with this restriction of
is
the
and
the go by and proceed
county Largest of Its Kind Reported
everybody
busy making money
the supply, the makers of the code
nappy, ana ail mm is necessary to seal to iook lino a luiiy.iuau sume ui
for Many Years in
fill the cua of happiness is a Christ- - its citizens are figuring "on."
h"e set down that every package
which does not hear the name of the
present cn the iart of the Con- - josa. Valley Tribune,
New
York.
"Territorial Engineer Vernor L. Sul-o- f
persons to whom it is shipped, the
gress of the United States in the shape
kind of liquor which it contains, and
statehood. And I hope we will not livan and Land Commissioner R. P.
Ervien arrived in the city today to con- - THEFT WRAPPeFTn MYSTERY the quantity, upon .the outside, mayhe disappointed in our hopes."
be seized and condemned.
Th' following presidential nomina- - suit with local officials and the
have been sent to the Senate by- dents regarding the final plans for the
Here is the climax which has made
of the Silver
the President affecting New Mexico
jyrg John William Jenkins For the thirsty in the. prohibition states
ana Arizona:
ion ruaa. iney win ue lancu u iu
wonder if the code, committee could
merly of Chicago, Is
Paul A. F. "Walter to be supervisor Gila tonight by Mr. Craig in his car.
have been "packed'' against them.
the Loser.
of census in the entire territory of Messrs. 'Sullivan and Ervien along
It says that it shall be forbidden to
New Mexico, from August 13, 1909. with Governor Curry comprise the ter-collect the purchase price of liquor
James Asa;Simpson of,New ..Mexico, ritorial sood roads commission that is
New York, Dec. 13. A three hun- shipped as interstate commerce "beto be appointed a first lieutenant in doing a great work, not only in prac-th- dred thousand dollar jewel robbery, fore, on or after delivery."
regular army, with rank from tical improvement of the highways of the largest of its kind that has oc....
r
September 11. 1909.
(New Mexico, but in fostering spirit of curred here for many years, was re- MURDERS POSTMASTER
S. B. Grimshaw.to'be postmaster at improvement
among the residents ported today. The jewelry was stolWHiLE' INTOXICATED.
Santa Fe, N. M., in place of Frank that in time will place New Mexico in en on Saturday from the apartments
W. Shearon, resigned.
the front, rank of states that look after of Mrs. John Williams Jenkins forJose J. Vigil to be postmaster at their roads," JSilver City Independent. merly of Chicago, who since reaching Hotel Man of Embudo Carries Quarrel
New York has resided on the eighth
to Bitter End With Tragic
Taos, N. M. Office became 'presidenfloor of the Hotel Lorraine at Fifth
Results.
FIGHT AMONG BASEBALL
tial last October 1.
street. Mrs.
MAGNATES IMMINENT. avenue and Forty-fiftCharles A. Overlock to be United
Jenkins left the hotel about three on
States marshal for the territory of
On last Saturday night at Lyden,
When she reArizona.
He was appointed during Cincinnati and Pittsburg Clubs Secede Saturday afternoon.
Rio
Arriba county, occurred a brutal
turned at 5:30 the rooms were in disFrom the National to the Amerthe recess of the Senate, vice Benjaassassination. A. H. Gossett, who runs
order
collection
diamonds
and
her
of
min F. Daniels, resigned.
ican Leasue.
a hotel and eating house at Embudo,
New York, Dec, 13. With the ar- and other jewels which had been in
Franklin T. Towle to be supervisor
a
on
black
case
the
leather
dressing six miles north ow Lyden, while in a
of the census in the entire district of rival of Ban Johnson of (lie American
table were gone. A large force of de- beastly state of intoxication, approachleague in New York today, the baseArizona, from August 13, 1909.
at once was put on the case, ed S. Conover, a prominent merchant
tectives
ball public will soon learn whether
Lurton. Nominated.
but1 nothing 'has been found so far. at Lyden and also postmaster, and
to
the
opposition
Washington, Dec, 13. The nomina- the junior league's
sought to renew an old quarrel that
M. Ward to the presition of Judge Horace H. Lurton of election of John
had started last summer over certain
will
National
of
the
League
ANOTHER FINANCIER GOES
Nashville, Tenn., to be associate jus- dency
business affairs. During the battle of
of the
TO PENITENTIARY.
tice of the supreme court of the cause a split in the relations
words which followed, Gossett pulled
two. bodies.
United States, in succession to the
out a six shooter and discharged its
threatened
has
Johnson
practically
H. Hopkins a Broker, Who full contents into the chest of
late Justice Peckham will go to the
Conover,
Is against Wallace
he
the
saying
League,
Fleeced Customers of Half
Senate today.' ,X:
to
floor.
who
the
unconscious
of
dropped
the
and
attempt
Ward's election,
Million is Sentenced.
Last night Conover died from the efof Chicago and John
Charles
Murphy
PRESIDENT TAFT WILL
Chicago, 111., Dec. 13. Four years fects of his wounds. Gossett after
of New York to control the
ADDRESS METHODISTS. T. Brush
and
three months in the federal prison the shooting disappeared. The mountof
friend
A
close
National League.
Washington, Dec. 13. President President Herrmann said yesterday at Leavenworth was the sentence im- ed police are row on his trail and., will
Taft went to New York today. To- - in Cincinnati that if Ward is vic posed today on Wallace H. Hopkins, arrest him as soon as he is located.
night he makes an address in Came- torious, Herrmann and Dreyfuss, that former president of the Wallace H. Captain Fred Fornoff went to Lyden
gie hall at the Diamond Jubilee cele- - is the Cincinnati and the Pittsburg Hopkins Company, brokers. Hopkins early
yesterday forenoon. Conover
bration of the Methodist church in clubs, would leave the National is charged with defrauding customers
visited Santa Fe and had
frequently
Africa.
out of half a million dollars
i League and go to the American.
many friends here.
of
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Erie, Pa., Dec. 13. It became known
intoday that thirty-eigh- t
persons,
stead of thirty-two- ,
left
Conusant.
Ohio, last Thursday aboard the car
fe. ry Marquette and Bessemer Number Two. which met disaster in the
terrific storm that has prevailed ovf-Lake Erie ever since last Wednesday.
Nine of this number, all frozen to
death, were picked up yesterday in
one of the ferry's yawls. Owing to
me iieiee mui in, fiioris to searcn tor
me missing twenty-ninare impossi-

Yesterday was the fc?f of Our
Lady of Guadalupe, the event being
especially celebrated with great fes-- .
tivities by the local Guadalupe-church. The celebration began on
Saturday evening wlvn Vespers wert
as
sung with Rev. Fa' tier Pugens
celebrant. Rev. K. lieiiau,! as Heac'on
and Rev. Father Host as
On Sunday morning at
sol
emn high mass was celebrated. His
uraet the Most Hev. Archbishop.
Piiaval. being present. The celebrant
ble.
of the mass was Rev. P. Gilberton of
L:is Vegas. He was assisted by Rev.
Fatalities Reduced by Six.
Detroit, Mich., Dec. 13. At the of- Alberto Castanie who served as deacfices of the Marquette and Bessemer on ;ind by Rev. Father Bost, who servDock and Navigation Company it was ed as
The mass sung
stated today that the company is in- was one especially composed iu honor
formed that it was thirty-twpeople, of Our Lady of Guadalupe for this
Miss Cora Gar-risnot thirty-tigh- t
aboard the car ferry particular occasion.
was in charge of the choir, the
which was lost on Lake Erie on last
singing Ik ing more impressive than
Thursday.
ordinary. After the Gospel Rev. Pugens delivered a Spanish 'sermon in
DEATH AND ILLNESS
NO RESPECT OF PERSON. iwhich he dwelt upon the many virtues
of the Virgin Mary and exhorted all
present to emulate her example. The
Kruttschnitt's Son Hurried to Arid sermon
was a most instructive one
Life-KClimate to Save His
ing
and of very great interest. Father
of Belgium Dying.
Pugens was followed by His Grace,
the Rev. Archbishop J. B, Pitaval.
San Francisco, Calf.. Dec. 13. Her- who gave an English synopsis of the
man Theodore Kruttschnitt, son of Ju- Spanish address of Father Pugens and
lius Kruttchnitt. president of the
tnen gave an excellent sermon
in
railroads whose serious illness English explaining the origin of the
brought his father to this city last feast, day of Our Lady of Guadalupe.
week, was removed from the hospital
His Grace stated that the feast day
to a special train yesterday and hur- had its origin in Old Mexico. In 1531
ried to Arizona in the last desperate at Tepeyaca now the town of Guadaeffort to save his life. It is understood lupe, an Indian runner, named Juan
that. Tucson is his destination. The Diego reported to the archbishop of
immediate removal of young Krutt- the province that an apparation had
schnitt to the desert country was the appeared to him in the form of a most
only possible way of saving his life, beautiful lady and that she had bade
according to the physicians, at tending him see the archbishop and tell him
him. He is accompanied by his moth- to cause to be built a chapel on the
er, sister, three nurses and 'two phy- spot where she appeared. The archbishop little inclined to give credence
sicians.
to the native told him to tell the
Low.
King Leopold Very
beautiful lady to give some token
Brussels, Dec. 13. King Leopold is
he might prove that he had
whereby
be
to
the
dying today, but
reported
seen
the apparition he claimed
really
Neverreport lacked confirmation.
theless it is known that his condi- to have seen. The Indian went bick
tion has reached a critical stage, and and again the beautiful lady appeared.
it was decided this morning that if This time she placed in a pouch carthere is no change for the better by ried by the Indian some roses. The
tomorrow, an operation will be per- Indian hurried back to the archbishop
formed. He is suffering from intes- and when he arrived he uncovered
what he thought were roses, but in
tinal trouble and dropsy.
their stead on a piece of cloth that
had covered them was the image of
DEATH CLAIMS WIFE
ithe Virgin Mary.
The aihbishop
OF LOCAL PHYSICIAN.
impressed by the incident caused the
chapel to be built and from that time
Mrs.
David Knapp Answers
Last forth the feast
day of Our Lady of
Summons on Sunday Evening
Guadalupe has been celebrated.
The
After Brief Illness.
shrine erected still stands and the
Last evening at six o'clock, unre halt, the lame and the blind and also
lenting death visited the residence of the 8k.k flock there 'in great numbers
u,. i.aviu iwiapp ami ciaimeti ms SPeking to be freed of their ailments
wife, Mrs. Fannie Dora Knapp. Mrs. Though the feast day was
ill but a Mexican one it is now originally
Knapp had been seriously
generally
three days having taken to her bed celebrated in the United States.
tn last Friday.
For a number of
The Archbishop in rather caustic
.
vnurc ctVici
" hn1 nrf lian ir" (ha Kic-f- tf -language paid
his respects to those
;v"',a
health but her condition was never hn
,.
,,,,.
tri c.lf- - ni
as
very serious, this fact of belief yet are incredulous
regarded
enough
making her death almost entirely un- to take stock in modern
who
fakers,
as
a
severe
expected and coming
pose as divine healers and descend- shock to her relatives and friends. ants ot tlle
Almighty
I nc urrr.incu wan a llitlivtr Ul. .ui tills
After
the
celebration of high mass
ham, England, where she was born on Benediction
of the Blessed Sacrament
June 7, 1869. Her maiden name was
was given whereupon the celebration
in
Smedley. She came to America
her early childhood and later came ended.
west. In 1S94 at Pasadena, California, she was married to Dr. Knapp HUNDRED AND TWENTY
MILES AN HOUR.
whom she had linown since she was
six years of age. Two children were
born. Helen and David Barrett, both Remarkable Airship That Made
Trip
ot whom survive. A mother, sister
From Worcester to New York,
and two brothers of the deceased, are
Thence to Boston.
living in Detroit,
Michigan. Mrs.
Mass., Dec. 13. A reWorcester,
Knapp was an active worker in the markable assertion of the
practicaPresbyterian Aid Society and was
bility of aviation is embodied in the
popular socially
The funeral arrangements have not announcement, of Wallace E. Tilling-of a, Worcester
yet been made but will be announced hast'
manufacturing company, who claims to
later.
have secretly invented, built and tested an areoplane capable of carrying
LOST CUFF BUTTON
CAUSES MANY FALLS. three passengers in which he say8 he
has flown from Worcester to New
,
Stopped the Wheels of Justice in a York thenceirtdBdston and back, a
distance of 300. miles.
Murder Trial and Broke Juror's
A speed of 120 miles an hour was
Wrirt.
Cincinnati, O.. Dec. 13.A lost cuff maintained at times, he declares,
'button caused a fall on the icy pave- - j Tlle test was made September 8, at
ment that dislocated a collar 'bone, night, according to Mr. Tillinghast,
caused a broken wrist and stopped the who s he circled the statute of Lib- wheels of justice jn a murder trial in erty at an elevation of 4,000 feet and
court today. May Ewing. colored, was was seen on the return trip by a coast
being tried on a charge of murdering guard on Long Island,,, when flying
A. Owens, colored. Walter Ludlow, low, the fact being recorded in the
one of the jurors, fell on a slippery newspapers at the time. '
He says the machine is a monoplane
walk, broke his wrist and arriving
home he discovered that in the fall he weighing 1,550 pounds, equipped with
e
had lost a cuff button. He went back a
power gasoline engine. He
to tell where the machine is
refuses
for the button, fell again and dislocated his collar bone. The murder trial but says he will bring it to Worcester
for a public demonstration.
was postponed.
r
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THE

WE HAVE THEM
Champaign
Cheese
Cheese Sticks
Cloves Leaf

Ferfetto

Festions
Nabisco

and

In the

j

Satillef

j

Vanilla

all

j

Winter Grocery Co.
y

outheast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Telephone

GUY AND THE PUY.
pantry one day little Guy

Change in Newspaper Management
Otis
Edward Hill has succeeded
Mulholland as manaainsr editor of the
.McKinley County Republican.
Died of His Wounds Juan Martinez
died of the wound inflicted on him ;it
Ancho, Lincoln county, by Jose Uareia,
who shot. him. Garcia has been taken
to Lincoln and lodged in jail.
Returned to Jail A
Voluntarily
prisoner who escaped from the chain
sang at Las Vegas, returned to jail
voluntarily as he thought it better

cash purchases

Ptomarh trouble is but a symptom of. ntirt not
In itself a true disease. We think of Dyspepsia,
Heartburn, and Indigestion as real diseases, yet
they are symptoms only of a certain specific
Nerve sickness nothing else.
It was this fact that first correctly led Dr. Shoop
in the creation of that now very popular stomach
Goinif direct
Kcmedy Dr. Snoop's Restorative.
to the stomach nerves, alone brought that success
ami favor to Dr. Snoop and his Restorative. With-othat original and highly vital principle, no
such lasting accomplishments were ever to be had.
Kor stomach distress, bloating, biliousness, bad
breath and sallow complexion, try Dr. Snoop's
Ki'stomtive Tablets or Liquid and see for yourself what it can and will do. We sell and cheer.
fully recommend

i

j

Brgin'your Christmas Shopping Now. We
have ka large and varied pssor'ment on
hand in our different departments for you
to select from and the prices are right.

BURROWS CO.

OUR AIM

MINOR CITY TOPICS
Denver,

Dec.
forecast for
Colo.,

COMFffi.

DON'T DELAY

Restorative
STRIPLING

DECEMBER 13, 909.

Incorporated 1903.

SElll! BROS.

Dr. Shoop's

than sleeping on the street.
Jackson Surrenders William Jackson of Silver City, under indict mem
on four counts in Socorro county, surrendered himself last week at So-

No. 40

MONDAY,

Established 1856.

Chicago News.

WE GIVE CASfd REGISTER TICKETS

with

JT. M.

UP.

duy.

WAFERS

WAFERS

ROUND

jisi'.nt red a mammoth mince iuy;
By and by little Guy
Got outside the puy,
And that night thev thought he would

Phillapena

WAFERS

MEXICAN, SANTA FE,

!

j

Sartoa

DAILY

JTE"W

To please our customers anu you can find
something for every member of the family
if you will visit our store.

13.

Xew
Weather
corro and Rave $2,5m) bail.
Mexico: Fair weather tonight
Printing Plant Destroyed By Fire
and Tuesday with stationary
Last Friday nignt at Estancia, the
was
of
Leader
the
temperature.
printing plant
burned to the ground, causing a loss's
See that Spanish dance, it is worth
of $3,000 covered by insurance.
Discovered a Natural Bridge John the money. That Bride's Maid Chorus
Wetherill of Gallup, has discovered a will ive you some pointers. Elks'
natural bridge on the Navajo reser- - opera house Dec. 17th and ISth.
'
Oratorical Contest Winner at Ros- vation that spans a canon 279 feet
wide. The bridge is 30 feet broad and well Miss Willy won the honors at
the oratorical contest held at Roswell
:m feet high.
with an oration entitled "The Power
i
niriy ivien siepi in kjiic aaiuun
of Suggestion."
the
RepublCounty
McKinley
Says
Granted The
License
ican: "On Tuesday night of last week
Marriage
a marriage
has
clerk
on
the
issued
on
men
the
probate
floor,
slept
thirty
and in chairs in one sa- - license to Miss Delfina
Rodriguez,
tables
pool
Decoaged 21, of Truchas and Luis Martinez
loon of this city."
Mrs. Eberhardt Given Divorce In aged 22, of Chimayo.
Pro
Will Start a
the district court at Albuquerque,
Mrs. Librada Vasquez de Eberhardt fessor Flavio Silva has purchased a
and will run the samej
has been granted a divorce from her
husband, Charles Eberhardt, on the as a public amusement on Galisteo
street near the capitol.
ground of abandonment.
Old
At
Stand
the
Again
Held' for the Grand Jury Charles
O. C. Watson & Company have just
a
A. Lamison arrested for passing
forged check at Albuquerque, which returned to their newly decorated of
MANUFACTURER
he claimed he received in a saloon fices at. 119 San Francisco street. The
in- playing cards, has been held under offices have been newly finished
JEWELER
attracmost
side
out
and
the
are
and
$300 bail for the grand jury.
of Mrs. A. M. Hove Mrs. A. tive real estate and insurance offices
Death
SS38
M. Hove occurred
last week, four in the city.
Childers' Estate Sued for $6,000 '
of
from acute
Carlsbad,
miles south
Mrs.
Fanny V. Van Riper Darden,
diabetes.
Her husband and a child
her attorneys, Renehan and
&
through
to
came
Carlsbad
Hove
Mrs.
survive.
has
Davies,
brought suit in the diseleven years ago from Minnesota.
at
trict
court
of work in our line done to order
Albuquerque,
against
With
TubercuEsrery Dascrip'-inInfected
Many Cows
the estate of ihe late W. B. Childers
losis A large number of cows at
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
on a note for $6,000.
Lincoln county, were found inArtistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Quarantine Removed The quaranfected with tuberculosis by the intine
at the residence of Levi A.
Send for prices for tanning and lining
I
sani-spector of the territorial cattle
which was maintained on acHughes
furs and hides for rugs and robes
tary board and had to killed.
count of the illness of the two childC.
R. Worrell,
Worrell Wins Out
Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds
ren with diptheria, has been removed.
the Democratic dictator of Curry coun- - The
General
436 Canon oad FRANK F- - GORMLEY
children have flully recovered.
Merchandise
Prion black 19
ty, at the county convention at Clovis
Elks' Theatre Entire change of
SANTA FE, N. M.
on Saturday, won out over the re- nrnaram tnnisht. Ramirez orchestra
hellions rank and file. The end is nol
will play. Program : "I Love My
yet, however, declare the insurgents. Wife, But Oh You Kid," "In Sardo- Walked Barefoot in Snow From SaReunion." Remember
loon One of the men in a Gallup sa-- i nia," "Strange
one
from 7:30 to S:30, on
show
tonight
loon last week took off his shoes,
WHOLESALE
account of rehearsal of Princess Bon- store
then
and
into
the
threw them
AISD RETAIL
so be on time if you want to see
walked out into the snow. City Mar-- ' nie,
a full show.
to
him
RATON
shal Dugan escorted
calaboose,
New Prisoners for Pen Sheriff C
but the man's feet had been partly
Yankee;
L. Ballard last night brought in the
frozen.
following prisoners for the penitenEngine Collides With Coal Chute
Boyd Smith, for burglary,
At Grants, Valencia county, last week, tiary:
Anthracite Coal all Sizps, Smithirg Coal. Steam Coal.
two to four "years; Casimero Chavez,
an engine collided with a coal chute
three to three and one-hal- f
Sawed Wood and KtndliD,
and Engineer D. Redhold and Fireman forgery,
Antonio
MONTFZUMA AVENUR
Love, larceny, from
years;
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Harry Davis were badly injured. Red-hol- person, two to two and one
Near A. T. S. K. Uepot.
half years;
who is to be married on Christ- Ben
Anderson, burglary, one and a
Telephone 85
Telephone 85
mas day, was taken to the hospital at half to two
years.
Albuquerque.
Popular Prices for Princess Bonnie
Arrested on Serious Charge A naThe prices of admission to Princess
tive of Ancho has been arrested and
Bonnie are as follows: Ground floor
for
bond
attemptplaced under $1,000
75
$1; balcony, first three rows,
ed criminal assault on a sixteen year
back of third row 50
old girl, who was cutting wood. The cent; balcony
cents. Seats at Spitz's jewelry store
girl defended herself with an axe and being sold by Woman's Board of
the man was tracked by the trail of Trade, can be reserved at Fischer's
blood he left.
drug store,
Sale of Sheep Richard Wetherill
Donohoo Irrigation Company
Apthis
of Putnam, San Juan county,
SOLE AGENTS FOR
Fe
Santa
J.
points
Representatives
week delivered 700 head of sheep at T.
Donahoo of the Donahoo Irrigation
who
Max
to
put
Schmidtberger
Gallup,
Company of Albuquerque while in this
them on the range twelve miles from
city last week appointed the real esGallup. Next week, another shipment tate and insurance firm of O. C. WatWholesale and Retail Dealers in
to son and
of 700 head will be delivered
Company to represent his
Schmidtberger.
company in this city and vicinity.
Scientist at Las Vegas The Las The Donahoo Gravity System and
Floar, Hay, Grain, Potatoes,
Vegas Optic says that as a result of Typhoon Pump are both inventions of
the establishment of the School of Mr. Donahoo's and where ever these
Salt an! Seeds
American Archaeology at Santa Pe,
systems have been installed they
Dr. Joseph Spinden, late professor of have
proved must successful and they
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA PE.
Archaeology at Harvard, and now em- are much less expensive than other
ployed by the American Museum of systems of irrigation to instal. PeoNew York, is engaged in research
ple owning lands along the Rio Granwork at Las; Vegas.
de river or any other streams of
Thrown From Train By Tramps
water should get In touch with O. C,
Out from eight o'clock in the evening Watson &
Company with a view of
DIAMONDS
until nine the following morning on
one of the above systems in
Qm
having
a bitter cold night, with a broken leg stalled.
MANUFACTURER OF
at the bottom of a gulch of a 30 feet
Em Tes,ed and 1 deep, was the fate last week of AsMEXICAN
Continued on Page Eteht.l
-FlttBd by
g sistant Postmaster Owen Watson of
W
Date Methods
.WCLKT
Right Servioo
Cantara, who was on his way to
PILES CURED JN 6 TO 14 DAYS
Vaughn, Guadalupe county. Watson
PAZO OINTMKNT !e guaranteed to pure
who was nearly dead from suffering
China and
Cut
case of Itching, Blind Kleeding or Proand exposure, said a tramp pushed any
SANTA FE. N. M.
345 San Francisco St.
Piles In 6 to 14 days or money re
truding
funded. 60c.
him off the train.
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CALL AJJD SEE IFOR YOURSELF
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IFOR
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THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

HALF CENTURY
DRY GOODS

P. O. BOX 219

j

HOUSE

IN

THE

CITY.

I

I

Diamonds, Watches. Clocks
Jewelry, Silverware,

OUR (iUARANI hb

j

i

rated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony

Merry-Go-Roun-

d
We guarantee a saving of
in fuel over any lower draft
stove of the same size, with soft coal,
lignite or slack.
2. We guarantee Cole's Hot Blast
to use less hard coal for heating a
given space than any base burner
made with same size firepot.
3. We guarantee that the rooms
can be heated from one to two hours
each morning with the soft coal or
hard coal put in the stove the
evening before.
4. We guarantee that
the stove
will hold fire with soft coal from
Saturday evening to Monday morning

1.

d

I

merry-go-roun-

d

j

Goods.

S.

j

j

Spitz

i
j

j

j

;

j

j

FURRIER

TAXIDERMIST, TANNER

without attention.
5. We guarantee a uniform hept
day and night, with soft coal, hard
coal or lignite.
6. We guarantee every stove to
remain absolutely air tight as long

Car-rizoz-

as used.
7. We guarantee the feed door to
be smoke and dust proof.
The above guarantee is made with
the understanding that the stove
operated according to directions, and
connected up with a gopd flue.

j

j

j

j

Screened

cerrillos

TRYOILR Ground

ood-Ba- vi

Phone

;

Wood

No 14

j

1

Alfalfa

International Stock Food

Santa Fe, New Mexico
D,BBYEiD

WTCHES f

FILIGREE

,1
Up-t-

I

Silverware

Glass,

CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest

COMMERCIAL LITERARY

Courses

&

SCIENTIFIC

Academic andJPreparatory Courses
form Separate Dtpaitnmts
BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS.

Send for Procpectus

Studies resumed September 1st.

BROTHER HERMES. President

Undertaker and Embalmer

rant

!!or,c!"

:

St. Michael's College

LEO HERSGH

YONTZ

No 14

W--

i

lea
Also Good for Chickens

I

Phone

HARDWARE CO.

j

Lump

one-thir-

J.D. MULLIGAN

FUNERALS cicafoi
Personal Attention
RESIPENOR
Dtn CO
NIGHT PHONIC alU LOO
PICTURE

OFFIOS!
PHONE

FRAMING TASTEFULLY

pen

1U

AND. SATISFACTORILY

DONE.

,

Z00K HAS

I

QUm BIG INDUCEMENTS

r

..

'"

ni'

in

If Experience Counts for anything in preparing Prescriptions

v;':

f

e

ought to have your Business

Quality Counts for anything"
The argument is again in our fayor.
4

Zook's Pharmacy
Phone
213.

"The Quality Drugist

Phone
213.

Wh DELIVbR HIRST

'
If frices count for anything
v
We can interest you in either large or small quantity.
Our

list of customers is rapidly

growing this year

We will appreciate your name among them.

DECEMBER

MONDAY,

13, 909.

Notice for Publication.
Homestead Entry (Serial OUSsSS)

NEW FARM QUESTIONS
ARE PROPOSED.

Xo.

S0S7.
Department of the Interior.
V. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M.
November 2G, 1909.
Notice is hereby given that Tiburcio
1 obato, of
l.eyba, San Miguel county,
N M., who. on September 19, 1904.
made Homestead Entry (Serial 03S8S)
Sec. 2S,
No. S0S7, for SB.
SW.
2

XV.
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&

Nature of Those in the Thirteenth
Census Agricultural Schedule
Thoroughness is Apparent.

4

4

K

NV.

4

NE.
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THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN. SANTA FE, N. M.

of

"Section "..'. Township 12 N.. Range 12
K., X. .M. V. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make final five year
proof, to establish claim to the land

Washington. D. C. Dec. 13. United
Slates Census Director Durand states
that the new inquiries in the general
agricultural schedule for the census
of 1910 are expected to develop important data on the quesuon, whether
or not the native American farmer
is holding his own against the for
home maker in this cotin-- ;
try; the age period when the "hired
farm hand" becomes an independent
farmer himself; the age when the ten- ant farmer ceases to be a "rcnur"
and becomes an owner; and also concerning other vital facts relative to
the social and industrial tendencies
among the millions of tillers of the
Foil in the first decade of the twen- tieth century.
The new questions were added to
,h,J fllrra schedule by authority of the
ac of Congress providing for the
thirteenth and subsequent decennial
censuses, but United States Census
Director Durand was instructed to determine the form and subdivision of
the inquiries in other words, to
frame the main questions and the
the lilt
subinquiries
concerning
groups of topics embraced in
the schedule.
As approximate accuracy in the returns, from the enumeration depends
not only upon the supervisors and
enumerators, but largely also upon
the form of the schedule, Census Director Durand called into consultation
with himself and his administrative
staff this summer a number of farm

calculate with jreasonnble accuracy
the age- when a young man passes
out cf the ranks of the '"hired farm
han.ls" and becomes either a tenant
or owner of a farm, possessing his
own implements,
machinery, live
stock, and property. The answers
will help fix the age at which a farmer may expect to stop being a "renter" and arrive at the dignity
of tbe soil. Whether or not it
is becoming nore and morn difficult
for an American farmer to rise from
the "tenant" class to that of farm
ownership will be pretty clearly indi-

'f

growing more and more scarce and
subsiituN-for certain kinds .have
been earnestly sought.
Among the
latter, guinea fowls, pigeons. aiuT
squabs are rapidly increasing in popularity and therefore special inquiries concerning them have been intros

ihHch.

New Mexico Military Institute
ROSWELL.. NEW MEXICO.
West Point of th 8outhwt."
Armv oft err Iietailed by War Department
Armv Inspector RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

Th

ill

duced.
in general
come derived

farming sections the infrom taking in domestic' animals to pasture is not large.
Ian in the vicinity of large cities the
pasturing of the horses of city resi-

"

jj

"A."
Fhrouph Academic course, preparlnp young
Ureal
amount of open air work. Heallblel location
of any Military School in the Union. Located
me beautif:il rVco Vlv-t- oe
garden
i)
at an e'evattor. of 3.700
spot of the We
eel atxive sea level, suushlne everv day. but
Ittie ram or snow d tiring session.
Eieveu Officers and instrucu-- s, all graduates from siardard eastern colleges. Ten
biil dtngs. throughly furnished, heaiud. lighted
and modern Ir all respects.
RKOEXTS E. A. Cahoou, President. W
(i. Hamilton. Vice President; J. Pheips White.
Treasurer; W. M. AUIosod Secretary, and W
men for college or (or business life,

dents has become a lucrative and important industry of which no account
could lie had except for the new inquiry in tile farm schedule.

cated by the classification of mortgaged farms by age periods. If farmabove described, before the Register
ers under :15 have, relatively, the
at
Office
Santa
Receiver, Y. S. Land
greatest mortgage indebtedness, it CITIZENSHIP RECOMMENDED
Fe, X. M., on the 12th day of January,
will be fair for statisticians to asFOR PORTO RICANS.
l!li'.
sume that the indebtedness has been
Claimant names as witnesses:
incurred in the purchase of the farm. General Clarence R. Edwards Reports
Todosio Lobato, Adelaido Marquez,
That the Commerce of the Island
The Nativity of the Farmers.
Juan Iiaca, Benjamin Baca, all of
Shows Encouraging Growth.
The inquiry concerning the country
l.ebva, Xew Mexico.
in which the fanner was born is ?,o
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Washington. Dec. IS.
A Kilyan
of great social significance.
The reRegister.
..
V" v
without serious inconvenience to the H
'
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For particulars and Illustrated cataiogi e
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individual,
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holding hi.i owh those who
address.
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desire it in Porto Rico, acin agriculture.
W. WILLSOK,
COL.
They will, for the
Connection made wim Automobile
EdR.
to
(ieneral Clarence
first time, enable comparisons be-- j cording
tuerlntandnt.
line at Torrance for Roswell dally,
tween the various nationalities to as wards, chief of the bureau of insular
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in
to
j affairs,
his
annual report today
certain which are the most successful t
well at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswel)
tne secretary of war.
as
in
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the
indicated
agriculture,
Ros-at 12. noon. Automobile leaves
size of their farms and the value ofj Whether this be done by an act
well for Torrance at 1 p. in. and ar-- !
their crops per acre. This inquiry eenferring i,i itself United States
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
citi-will have an important bearing on citizenship in the whole body of en-fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
zens
an
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or
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by
the immigration problem. It will
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'iM and between Torrance and
indi-- j
show what nationalities are going in- aiding them by the performance
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miraculous
Congress
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a New Mexican want "ad "
Paralysis, Rheuef Taos, and tifty miles north of Santa j following diseases:
on the relation between nationality General Edwards.
citimatism, Neuralgia. Malaria, Bright's
Fe, and about twelve miles from
and social activity. Is it the native! "It is hoped that the grant of
be regarded simply as
Station, on tbe Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys. Syphilitic
American, the German, the Scandina- - zenship may
an act of justice and performed in an
Grande Railroad, Zrom which point a and Mercurial Affections. Scrofula,
vian, or farmer of some other nation- - (
conFemale Com
is most actively taking up pen and unequivocal manner,"
who
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comparison
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that
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valids
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usual,
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NOTARY PUBLTC
ports t") over $26,000,000. The ima. m- - and
great progress has been made in this i permit tbe United States department ports from the United States amount- from consumption, cancer, and other can leave Santa Fe at 59
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p.
m., the
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not
It. is believed the enum- - of agriculture to check up the estiOjo
reach
are
direction.
accepted.
contagious diseases,
ed to over $23,000,000.
For further particulars
contain 1,626.24 grains same day.
erators will have less difficulty in un- mates of its special agents as to the,
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at
Edwards comments
(ieneral
the gallon, being address:
of alkaline salts
derstanding what information the area of the various crops. Very! I'tigth upon the recent tariff legislasoon
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duty
the use of a more thorough system estimates of the total amount of win-- ;
MRS. OTTO RCTSCH.
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of office checking whereby inaccura- ter wheat in the harvest of 1910.
The fact that the 1910 schedule' "It is believed that (he people of
cies may be discovered.
calls for the number and breed of; the Philippines have every reason to
Three Classes of New Questions.
D
animals shows the be content with the new tariffs and
The new inquiries fait into three thoroughbred
is making in im- - that there will result from tnem that
America
classes: First, those seeking infor- strides
in the islands which should
Builders and Contractors
mation not obtained by former cen-- i proving its stock. The information! p: asperity
lie the result of tiieir relation to the
;
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more
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suses; second, those calling for
PLANS & ESTIMATES
United States," says General
extensive data on previous census crs of pure-bre- d
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Furnished on short notice
j
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whether
those
dairy
concerning
topics; and, finally,
CEMENT WQRK a SPECIALTY conditions or industries which have breeds, such as Jerseys or Guernseys,; "The net result so far has been to
increase the price paid to the growarisen since the last census.
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pari oi tne country, is
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
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the most progressive in this respect. I General Edwards says (he rate up j
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to
date
of
the importation into the
The new inquiries
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS
In the second class are the inquiries
concerning
relative to the amount of feed pur- wheat are expected to reveal the im- UnitedatStates of Philippine cigars has
the rate of about 75,000,000 Payable Tbrougaoat the United States. Canada. Mexico
chased for live stock and the amount mense progress made in this great been
or one-hal- f
the limit for
year,
per
and value of live stock purchased: crop. P'ears that the supply will not
and all Foreign Countries
free
admission.
The effect on the
the value of eggs sold; value of wax keep pace with the demand have agi- American industry, he adds, of this
REMITTANCES SENT BY
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sold, separate from honey; and tated the public from time to time,
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be
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amount of pasture land under irriga- - but in late years great areas have impoitation "may
been added to the wheat acreage. the fact that these cigars may be
tion.
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for the separation of wheat eties of wheat which were adapted j
durare made to perfection from our provide
into its various varieties common to soil aud climatic conditions. This' The imports of the Philippines
Lumber) because the wood is spring, common winter, Durum or is particularly true of winter wheat, ing the last fiscal year, was over
goods constituted
Derieci in every parusutar aou macaroni, Emmer, and spelt: for the which is to be listed separately from seventeen American
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on social conditions in
In
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agriculture. it becomes important to take account
to of them in the coming agricultural
From these it will be possible
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NORTH
LIGNITE
DAKOTA.
census.
The Inquiry About Woodland.
In the inquiry
j
concerning the Reports by the United States GeologiRIGHT.
cal Survey.
; amount, of woodland
may he directly
The lignite fields around Washburn
traced the agitation during the past
few years in favor of forest exten- - and in the Fort Berthold Indian reser- sion and conservation. Woodland, ! vation, North Dakota, were examined
Caspar Avium
OF
1908 by Carl D. Smith, a geologist
j owing to the early abundance of nat-.lural timber, has until recently attract-- of the United States geological sur- ed little attention, but this no longer vey, whose reports are published in an
j holds true for most
parts of the coun advance chapter of the Survey's BulleMESILLA PARK, N. MEX.
try as a dearth of all classes of tlm- - tin 381, entitled "Contributions to
ber products is approaching. The; economy eeoloerv. 190S. Part II."
OUW MOTTO: To have the Best of
Evrything In Our Line
A school whose aim is to prepare young men and women single item of fence posts is a very) These fields were examined
one in the sum total oT cipally to determine the character.
larm expenses, especially when the depth and extent of the lignite within
for practical life under mortem conditions. Complete
farmer must buy them in the market. reach of irritable lands along the MisA jX College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
Farmers have been advised in case souri river, with a view to
using it as
they have woodland, to give it more fuel for pumping water for irrigation.
"vil and Electrical Engineering and it Household Ecoattention and prevent it from run Timber is scarce in this
region and
nomics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agricul-ture- , ning out; and, if they are not so for- ipractically the only available fuel is
a
lignite, which is used in the state in
conrses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work.
in some manufacturing
8titutions,
, ,
. ""
r.Z7:" Lnciiuj-a. cuiu. vaiuuie
trees ku plants, and for domestic
iioju
purposes.
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities
tht in time they may have their own
The geological survey's test of North
reof
those wood products
supply
527 San Franelaee St.
SANTA FE, N. M.
Dakota lignite n a gas producer and
for self support.
quired in daily use on the farm. A
indicate
it
that
has
gas
engine
very
basis
for
ascertaining to what extent
For Catalogue and further information, address the President"
the farmers have acted on this ad-- i ' w' va,UF wuc" UKU""'F"C' '"un
vice is Deing laid for the first time!ofAhis form- ir. smittis reports, wntcn are
by the present census. The increase
in
the
by maps, appear as papers in
list
of
inquiries concerning
Agricultural College, N. Mex.
vegetables is evidence of the steady the Survey's pamphlet numbered Buland may be had free by
advance in market gardening and al- letin 381-A- ,
so of the growing importance which applying to the director of the United
vegetables play in trie economy of States geological survey at
farm life. The American
of the finest
farmer,
despite the scarcity of farm labor
The New Mexican can 3o tirlnlln
and the pressure of general farm
EVER SHOWN IN THIS CITY.
work, usually has an Excellent farm equal to that done in any of the large
ALL OP THE VERY
The fact that it has become cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
garden.
NET.ViST
AND
LATEST
AND DESIGNS
PATTERNS
&
necessary specifically to list twelve wcrk we turn out. Try our stock
in place of seven vegetables indi- once and you will certainly come
INSPECTION IS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED
Phone Red 139
810 San Francisco St.
cates the belief that even In his farm again. We have all the facilities for
& Safllle Horses
garden the farmer has made great turning out every class of work.
Surries, Single
ADOLF
one of the best binderies In
progress in the past ten years.
Game in this country has bee the west.
eign-bor-
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PAGE TWO.
THE EIGHTH GRADE IN RURAL
SCHOOLS
Curry county rural schools are to
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
issue an eighth grade certificate to
FRANK P. STURGES- PAUL A. F. WALTER
pupils that have completed the preEditor and Prcpident.
scribed course of study. This is a
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasuredistinct step in advance for New MexEntered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice.
ico's public school system, one that
mean much to pupils who canwill
13.75
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months, by mall
25
not have the advantages of a city
Daily per week by carrier
2.00
75 Weekly, per year
Writes a coun-tDaily, per month, by carrier
high school course.
1.0(1
months
sis
Weekly,
65
Daily, per month, by mail
school
suDeriniendent
to the office
75
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Dully, per year, by mail
of j
of the territorial superintendent
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Vice-Preside- nt
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OFFICIAL

PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

the oldest new spaper iD New Mexico. It is sent to
very postomC3 in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
mong the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
i tie New Mexican is

UNION

public instruction:
Following are some of the . main
reasons why I heartily favor the
eighth grade graduation plan:
1. It serves as a great stimulus to
many pupils who otherwise would
never go beyond the sixth or seventh
grade, or would possibly complete
only a part of the eighth grade work.
2.
The eighth grade certificate,
aside from acting as a stimulus to
pupils to complete the eigath grade,
should also be presented in a wav
that it would be an encouragement to.
them to enter the high school and
complete that work when presenting
such certificates, the teacher should
be careful to impress upon the mind
of the pupil the fact that they have
not completed
their education, but
that they are just prepared for high
school work,
o. This plan will also help to do
away with a great evil in practice to- day. and that is in having or letting j
pupils in the rural schools attempt j
ninth and tenth grade studies. Often
when a sensible teacher refuses to
allow pupils to study such branches,
parents have an idea that the teach
er is not qualified to do the higher
work.

Mr, L. O. Moore will continue to be
POLITICAL DICTATORSHIP.
.
,
1...
(
ri.. n:..
u ...Ml
..ui.
National
imiiiush,
Solomon
I.unu,
Hon.
To
Ballinin
New
Mr.
other
Mexicans
of the Republican
not make
confidence.
does
Rer's
That
a8-been
has
Mexico
New
party for
- ' hem
political dictators. Mr. Luna,
signed a new role bv the Albuquertmmml or some one behind it. fortunately, in addition to possessing
.v,o. 'nf nntitir,,! dictator for New I'll1 confidence of the Preside t also
Because Mr. has the confidence of his party. PerAnd why?
Mexico.
was haps, no man in it has more general
Luna, like others before him.
national ' capital ly the esteem, the admiration, the
to the
bidden
and was there asked his opinion up- support' of its members as he has,
on affairs in his home Territory. and that because he assumes nothing,
he has no selfish motives, and beJudge Ira A. Abbott had been thus cause he is a
great conciliator and
consulted and gave his opinion freely;
will give of his
who
harmonizer,
was
William
H.
recently
Pope,
Judge
means
to help the party
and
askwas
ability
at the White House and too
and the people and
that vifhot.'t
and
same
line
the
ed questions along
tnought of reward. He is the first
teplied. Leroy . O. Moore of Santa to
the mandates of the maioritv
Fe, has been taken into the confidence andobey
last to rebel against them. If
the
of the Washington authorities quite
that is being a dictator, then the
oth
so
and
have
this
year
frequently
ers, but none ot tnese nave ueen greatest need of the party at this
called political dictators on that ac- particular moment, is the public spircount. Of course, if tne editor of the it and unselfishness of a hundred
The News published at Wilmington,
more such dictators.
Journal or the men benind him, mem
in speaking of statehood
Delaware,
had
of
Mr.
envious
Luna,
perchance
Mexico
for
New
says: '"That New
THE POOR MAN'S CLUB.
been invited to the national capital
at
Mexico should be made a state
Taft
President
asked
been
by
and had
There is one phase of the saloon this time is not believed by those
conto inform him on New Mexico
must be given some con- who are aware of the character of
ditions, they would have blushed fur- question that,
sideration.
The Denver Post, a few that Territory in respect to population
iously, excused themselves wi'a the
and area. To create a ridiculous
hied
and
embarrassment
of
greatest
evenings ago, printed a cartoon show- state with a scattered
population
first
home to the woods to consult
ing a scantily clad, shivering tramp and a population made up to a contheir relatives and friends and asso- at
night standing in front of a saloon siderable extent of those not qualiciates before venturing an opinion.
that was barred by these words: fied to understand what statehood
To most men to bu called a
means would be a mistake." Aside
to
sweet
Not
tor would be
"Closed by the dry wave." The last is- from
flattery.
the fact that. New Mexico has
Mr. Luna. He is the most unassum- sue of tlie McKinley County Republia much greater population than the
He
men.
of
can said:
ing, most unpretentious
state of Delaware, that its area is
would he the last to arrogate unto
"One half of the world never knows sixty times as great; that, it has ten
that
or
attributes
himself any powers
how the other half lives. On Tuesday times as many school houses; tnat it
are not his own. He often goes more
of last week thirty men slent sent more soldiers to the front in the
lbnn half wav to concede to others night
on
the
floor, on the pool tables, and in Civil War in defense of the Union,
what really belongs to himself. He is chairs in
one saloon of this city. Most and several times as many during the
IT.
senator-ship- ;
S.
no
for
the
fences
fixing
for
native
war, the ignorance
the man in town who Spanish-Americahe is asking no honors or office
were
for
a night on their endless of the News of even primary school
here
for himself; he went to Washington
is apparent when it contwice this month, at considerable ex- journey. The assets of the entire knowledge
are already two states
"There
bunch
tinues:
would
not
have amounted to
pense and inconvenience to h'.mself. five
in the west Arizona and Nevada
dollars,
them
for
and
saloon
the
to
he
but
not because
dictate
wanted
which are ridiculous.
There are but
because he could serve his party and was the only haven of refuge."
few towns or cities in either state,
no
matter
Las
The
He
knew
that
his people.
Vegas Optic on Saturday
what decision the Washington author- told of a man who had escaped from and ofboth states have all the inmachin
a real
government necessary
ities arrived at, and how they reach- the chain gang returning to jail vo- ery
state.
at
school
Wilmingboy
Any
ed it, he would be censured tiy the luntarily because he had no other place ton could
have informed the editor
twenty-nin- e
candidates who would to sleep.
Arizona
is not a state, but a
that
not be appointed; that for one new
A speaker at the Board of Trade
and
that Arizona has four
territory
friend he made in New Mexico he
on last Friday evening said times as many towns with 5,000 'popmeeting
would lose two old ones. But Mr. that Santa
re nas no x. si. u. A. ulation or more than has Delaware.
Luna does not count the cost when it
has no attractive Board of
pooms,
not
comes to
He does
-
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WANTED Several bright, reliable
young men to qualify for the railway
mail service.
Address, stating age,
heights and weight, care New

1

THE

FOR RENT After Dec. 15th the
store room at present occupied by
the Zcok's Pharmacy. Low rent, long
lease. J. M. d.
$1.25 per Word Inserts Classified
ads. in :;b leading
papers in V. S.
Send for list. The Dake
Advertising
Agency, 427 S. Main St., Los Angeles,
.
or 12 Oenrrv Stv., c9n in
.
i iancisco, iai.

WANTED A clerk for a
general
store at once. Must be a
salesgood
man. Speak Rns-lisand' c,
have a thorousrh
o
iue. inquire at this
1

".

1.1

FOR SALE A second-hansteam
boiler in good condition.,, .It , will be
disposed of at very low price. Apply
to the New Mexican Printing
'
d

Notice for PuDIrcation.
Small Holding Claim No. 1233."
Serial 012051. Not Coal Land."
Department of the Interior.
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M Nov. 15, 1909.
Notice is hereby given that the following-named
claimant has filed nnti
of his intention to make final
proof in
support of his claim under sections
in
10 and 17 of the act of March 3.
1S9I
Lflrge Sample
(2G,Stat, 854), as amended by the act
of February 21, 1893; (27
Room for ComStat., 470),
and that said proof will he made bemercial Travelers
fore Register or Receiver, U. S. Land
Office,. Santa Fe, New Mexico, on DeWASHINGTON AVENUE
cember 22. 1909, viz: Ramon
Padilla,
of Cerrillos, N. M., for the small holding claim No. 1235, Sec. 9, T. 15 N R
8 E. N. M. P. M.V.- AMERICAN AND
He names
EUROPEAN PLAN prove his the following witnesses to
octual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of the
township, viz:
Martin Baca, Jesus M. Romero, Jose
Padilla, Cosme .Baca, all of Cienega, N

PALACE HOTEL

One of the Best

Hotels

Cuisine arid
Table Service

Unexcel led

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

the West

M.

;

ggyl

J. E. LACOME,

netor

Any person who desires to nrntestagainst the allowance of said proof, or
who knows of any substantial reason
under the laws and regulation of the
Interior Department why such proof
should not be alowed will be given an
opportunity at the
time and place to
the wi:
nesses of said claimant, and to offer
evidence in rebuttal of that submitted by claimant.
above-mentione-

Commodioas Sample Rocm

long Distance Telephona Station.

I

cross-examin-

Steam Heated: Electric

The newspapers of the Territory
are all favorable in their comment upon the appointment of the territorial

tax commission by Governor Curry to
look into the subject of assessment
and tax reform. It must, not be for-- ;
gotten, however, that much in that j
j direction
has been accomplished the
past two years. Assessments no longer present the gross inequalities they j
cid prior to that time; the differences in the collection of taxes in different counties are no longer so great
as they once were. It is true that
much remains to be done, but now
that the work has been begun in
earnest it will be much easier to
achieve the reforms still needed. To
the Republican administrations belongs the credit of having gradually
brought some sort of system out of
chaos, of laying the foundation for
just and equable taxation.. Necessar-- j
ily, when the Territory must deal with
twenty-sidifferent, counties, each
with a different set of officers, must
depend upon obsolete laws, it can not
be expected that perfection will be
attained at one bound, but it is well,
to know nevertheless, that the terri-- !
torial authorities are on the right road
and that the rest will depend upon the
citizens and taxpayers themselves.

Messrs.
Luna,
good as have been
Bursum and a few others, the party
organization would not now be owing
several thousand dollars from last
year's campaign and would be going
into next year's campaign with much
greater confidence.
No attempt has been made to dictate or coerce any member of the ReWONDERFUL PROGRESS.
publican central committee or of the
New Mexico has progressed wonder
party. Each man has been given the
fully the past twenty years. Even
opportunity to express himself for.oi those
who have been here only the
against any candidate and most of
- ten years(iwhen they stop to con- them have done so, as the aignSlUres past
. .
to the petitions for judgeships,' If." S. slaer- - wm admit that the New Mexi- co
of today Is a generation ahead of
marshalship and other offices .JestiV,
New Mexico of the last census
the
It is. impracticable to call a meeting
of the committee every time an office year. Some reference to this was
is to be filled. Suppose a meeting made by
Herbert J.
had been called to take action for the Hagerman in an address last week at
'
party on the U. S. marshalship. The Carlsbad when he said:
"You who have been here for the
Morning Journal knows well what
President Taft has again warned
would have happened.
A handful of past twenty years are the Hudsons and
census supervisors that they dare not
the central committeemen would have j Fultons of this great valley, and those
play
and that the appoint' met at.
Albuquerque, would have en- - of you who have come here more re ment politics
census
of
enumerators upon
dorsed former Sheriff Thomas S. Hub-be- cently are
scarcely less the pioneer. mere political recommendations will
for the place. The Journal would In 1889, when'
I first saw this region, result in the dismissal of the
super
have been the first to rebel, to d- there was
a sign of vegeta- visor as well as of the enumerator
scarcely
eclare that the minority sought to im- tion between, ?oyah and
Amarillo. Ir thus appointed.
This should be fair
pose its will- upon the majority.. Inas a science was yet in its in- notice to New Mexico county leaders
rigation
stead, every committeeman was giv- fancy, and it was here
that one of the who have promised enumerator jobs
en free hand to sign the petition of
earliest of America's large irrigation to the faithful on no other foundaany man; there was no attempt whatplants was installed. There were then tion than political pull. The census
ever, to bind any one to any candi- no
American experts in the science of supervisor for New Mexico will apdate and in consequence, Mr. Burke,
Mr. Romero and Mr. Hubbell each irrigation. They had to he called here point only the best men he Can sereceived endorsements from .commit- from France and Egypt. It is marvel-ou- s cure for the job. for he has deter- to contemplate the advance in the mined that New Mexico must have
tee members. This is as it should he.
or
arj
irrigation generally and the a fair count this census year and if
The Democrats, or rather twenty of
transformation
of the lands under irri- it kills him politically for all time
them, met the other day at Albuquerin
manv other distrWa to come.
this
and
gation
a
three days' call, and by
que upon
which
have taken place during these
resolutions bound the 50,000 voters of
New Mexico and the Republican
the party, the majority of its central twenty years. Already the nation has
must present, a united ?ront. at
party
committee, to Bryan and to other per- undertaken what then only individuals
this; ime. Statehood is 'within sight
sonal policies. That is uolitial dic had the courage to conceive. Lands but
it may take a last effort to secure
tatorship; that is political tyranny. reclaimed and to be reclaimed bv irri the passage of the enabling bill, an
Those twenty no more represented gation now constitute an immense
effort
their party! thatf do any other twen- item of the nation's wealth. Then only how that should show the world
sincerely and earnestly the comdid represent the most optimistic believed that such monwealth
ty indlviduals-.Veber a .state. Any
a clique, and that clique one man.
reclamation was. within the bounds of internecine desires to
wrangling iiv this time
- Mr. Luna has the
Now the science of the over
confidence of possibility.
questions of office, patronage and
resident 'Jaft. So have others in irrigation engineer is recognized as
New Mexico. Mr. Luna will continue one of the most Important branches of leadership, may wreck the hopes of
the people when they are at their
toie consulted by the White House, human activity. Then it was difficult highest,
and those responsible for
to will Chief Justice Mills, so will to find a man canoh'e of planning an the wreck should
prepare to bear the
Judge Pope and so will Judge Abbott, irrigation enterprise."
burden of defeat.
x
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MANUEL R. OTERO,

i

Trade quarters, and the "poor man's
club," the saloon, is the only alter
native for the young man in town who
becomes lonely in his quarters. It is
true, that the saloon has the glad
hand for the tramp, probably because
it helps to make him, but partly, also,
in charity and commiseration.
The
saloon should go and must go, but it
should not be said in Santa Fe that excepting the saloon there is no nlace
for men to congregate for amusement,
social intercourse and a hearty welcome. Santa Fe should have a Y. M,
C. A. and every town should have a
lodging place for the man who has no
oter place than the ton of a oool table
or the floor of a saloon for his night's
rest.

gaod type- -

The Oldest Danking Institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1870

n

brag
patriotism.
that he has helped to carry the party
financially in campaigns for its very
existence; he does not claim credit
for conciliating and harmonizing ele
ments diametrically opposed, but it is
certain that if the other leaders of
the party, if the men who have been
given office because the Republican
if the other
party is dominant,
members of the territorial central
committee had been as unselfish, as
liberal, as devoted to the common

A

Lady stenographer and clerk desires
position. Telephone No. 185 Red.

Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all mirkets for its customers.
Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any money transmiting agency
public or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at t he rate of three
per cent per annum, on six months' or years' time: Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
he bank executes all orders of its patrons in the
banking line,
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all
respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles oi sound banking. Safety deposit boxes or rent. The pauonage of the
public i.s respecfullv solicited.

r

FOR RENT OR SALE
writer. J. a. Sloan.

OF SANTA FE.

Capita! Stock,
$150,000
Surplus and Undivided Profits, 75,000

I

I

DON GASPAR

AND WATER STREET

Hot and fold Water SDacious Samnlfi Rnnms
In Every Room
for Commercial Tmelers

Steam Heat.;
Electric Light,
Modern Baths.

Register.
Notice for Publication.
Small Holding Claim No. 1895.
Serial 012050. Not Coal Land.
Department of the Interior,

United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 15, 1909;
Notice is herehv ffiven that
fv
lowing named claimant has filed no
nce of his intention to mm.--.,!
proof in sunnort of his riaim r,
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
o, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as
amended
by the act of Pehnmrv 91 icqq mt
Stats., 470), and that said
will
be made before Register orproof
Receiver
U. S. land office, Santa
Fe, N. M., oh

December 22. 1909
of Cerrillos, N. M., for tne small holding claim No. 1895 Sees. 9 and 16 T
15 N., R.t 8 E., of the W. M.
P
we names the followi
to prove his actual continuous
adverse
possession of said tract for twentv
years next preceding the survey 0f the
township,, viz.:
.Martin .Baca, Jesus M. Romero, Josa
Padilla and Cosme Baca, all of Ciene- ga, jtf. M..
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of
any substantial rea'
s.on under the laws and
of
me interior department regulations
why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
d
time and place to
e
the witnesses of said clain
ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL" R. OTERO,
fy.
;

above-mentione-

cross-examin-
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OPPORTUNITY

EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF PRICE

CHRISTMAS

BEST LINE OF GOLD AND SILVER FILIGREE
WORK EVER DISPLAYED IN SANTA FiU
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Register.

NOTICE FOR PUBl ir.iTiftu
Pecos Forest Reserve. - '
r
Not Coal Land.
No. 0394S. ,
Department of the Interior,
u. b. Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.
November 23, 1909.
Notice is herebv civen that rii,
i
Martinez y Lujan, of Lamy, N. M ,
Who, on NOV. 15. 1904. maHo Vtnm.
stead entry Serial No. 039.43, No. 8151-fo- r

the northeast quarter, (NE
section 18. townshin
E, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed, notice
of Intention to make5 final '
fivS; year
proof, to establish Claim trt
w tVio lun.l
j t.
above described, before
Register and
U.
Receiver,
S. land offlceat Sant
Fe, N. M on" (.he 30th, day' pf Decem.
),

v
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THE ORIGINAL OLDlCURIO

J. S, CANDELARIO
301-30- 3

E3'
1

1

Sau Francisco St.

Proprietor

Santa Fe, N, M.

"'- -

ber, 1909.

'

"

Claimant names as witnesses:
Isidro Ribera. Antonio .Toae Rnrrt
Luis Martinez. Aeustin fionzales mi

of Lamy, New Mexico.
; MANUEL R. OTERO.
l..

.

.

Register.

.
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1

DECEMBER 13, 909.

OLD BOY Mjwmmi
THE 15 YEAR
business
tea

MENTION

Christmas is 'Comma;!

i

man,
years, be a
in
nim
train
to
If you have a son. it is your duty
of
beneiit
the
him
your
bus'ness methods, i o give
ouaiaeas experience.
See that he has a bank account while he is grow-iwill give
up. There is no other one thing thai
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hi n a mce proper insight
conception of
business than haviig his own bank account.
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THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
Assurance

Rational Life

The Colorado

Company

Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co..
of the Southwest
Manager for New Mexict .

A 1W. BERGERE,
tanta Fe. N. M.

Catron
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ESTATE

REAL

INSURANCE SURETY B0MD3
L O A N S
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WATSON
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COMPANY

&,

ESTABLISHED IN1882

We represent the BEST of the "OLD
LINE." Companies; if you want the BEST

Insurance, let us write it for you. ,
to loan on Santa re Real Estate.
Some fine propositions in fruit and
alfalfa ranches. By dealing with us, you
are assured of a ''Square Deal"
,

Claire.

F. A. Say ward, a Denver traveling
man. is in town registered at the
Claire.
.Miss Bernice Hreene of Denver1, is
among the sightseers registered at
the Claire.
B. V. W'arnioll of Denver, is in town
enjoying the sights, lie is a guest
at the Claire.
Milo Hill, merchant of Espanola, returned home this morning after sevc
eral days visit.
.
J: S. Hunter, a drug stifle's in an
from Kansas City, is in townU'egisS-tereat the Modern.
Mrs. Samuel Thomas of Centrev.ille,
Mich., is in town seeing the sTgfhts.
She is registered at the Palace.
S. C. Hall, a traveling man from
Trinidad, Colo., was among the arrivals last' night at the Claire.
a
Miss Floo Moore has accepted
position with the O. C. 'Watson and
Company as stenographer and clerk.
Henry Miller of Los Angeles, was
among this morning's arrivals at the
Claire. He is on a sightseeing trip.
A. K. Ward, a traveling man out of
Kansas City, is in town visiting the
trade. He is selling a line of cigars.
Harper James Cunningham, a son of
Harper S. Cunningham of this city, arrived Saturday night from Xogales,
Ariz.
M. E. Hickey ami R. It. Pollack, attorneys from Albuquerque, were in
town Saturday registered at the Pal
ace.
County Treasurer Eugenic- Romero,
of Las Vegas, who has extensive lum- bering interests at Estaneia, is in
town.
C. V. Evans, a traveling man from- Pocatello, Idaho, is in town representing a packing house. He is stopping at
'.
the Palace.
Perry Ellis and Miss Mona Ellis of
We tonka, South Dakota, are in town
sightseeing. They are quartered at
'
the Claire.
Mrs. M. E. Hensley of Kansas City,
arrived last night stopping at the Palace. She is on her way to Espanola to

To have that SUIT cle ned, pressed and put in good shape
We will do it
for fall wear.
We will c large j

right

The Goldberg Cleaning and Pressing Establishment
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PHONK
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BLACK

WESsT PALAOK AVE

THE SANTA ''FE ABSTRACT,
REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY
"

Room

(INCORPORATE!))

19

--

Catron Block. SantaFe. N.

Does a general ABSTRACT

,

to

Real
loan on Santa
rate of Interest

A famous old Spanish Land Grant '

beautifully and hlstoiicaHy situated
on the Peoos Rlver7000feet above sea'"
level and surrounded, by plte aria
Bpnuce covered mountains! upwards
to 13000 feet with sunshine every day
In the year such as no disease germ
can live in.' The greatest health giving country in the' world. 26 miles,
east of Santa Fe.

USE

HACK

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca., on the arrival of
the north "bound train and arries at
7

'

r

Tiling-

dens to itfafeo Fas

tangai Comfortatiei'

FARE

nn

$10.03 and $12 00 per week
UfllOu S ddle Horses. $1.50 per day or
$5.00 per week.

$5.00

i
tives.
Phillip Baum, a' prominent young attorney at law from New York City,
was a visitor in anta Fe Saturday,
taking quarters at the Palace. He was
here on important. litigation matters.
Land Commissioner R. P. Ervien and
Territorial Engineer:' Vernon L. Sullivan were expected home this noon
from their visit to Three Rivers,
El Paso, Texas, and Silver

,

We have RiTles, revolvers, carving sets
toy wagons, fancy plates, silverware
knives, scissors, razors, Icy hot bottles,
fancy clocks, tool cabinets, furniture,
percolators, chafing dishes, watches,
nut sets, skates, footballs, baseball goods

Agent.

Fine Opportunity Fori
Xmas Se I ec tion s
Z

HAT3

NOW AT VKRY
LOW

Also Ostrich

Plumes,

Cushion

Doylies,

VRlVt-D- .

Fittpn

MENS

TIE

IS BUYING

THE CH AS WAGNER FURNITURE CO.

pecial Xffia

Tops. Fur Bands

Davenports, Leather Rockers, Couches, Ingrain Carpets, Fiber
Missio i
Carpet, Axmister Rubs. Mission Dicing kooms Sets,Hundreds
and
Pictures
Framed
Hall Clocks, Japanese Screens,
of other Appropriate Articles.

j

The Coming Christmas.
1 his of all seasons make matkind more charitable
one to. aor:ther The spirit t f cb ri o givirig is recognized ia all civilizj'J lauds at Yule ide
Choose

for Fats.

early if you would

choose

wisely

LADIES Fancy Collars, Back Combs

Wehivea splendid array r.f servieible things to
pick from. You cau tind hre many suggestions, a
Jew of which are mentioned below.

and Embroidery Materials.

MiSSA. MUGLER.
Southeast Corner Plaza.

V(V fh

IS.

rui uid Rflhv
Dauj

The new Marathon racers, Toy

For the

Youngsters
For the
Young

For

lady

the"

Young Man
For

Mother

FAT

FflthPF
i aillCI

Ml

Dolls, Toys, and doll accessories,
Silver Sets Spoon? Dish and
Furniture Sets.

wagons. Mechanical toys,
Books, English baby

Gift

etc.

Go-cart- s

Hand bags, Music rolls, Fur set,
Scissors or manicure sets, Mexican
drawn work, Hand tome jewel
combs, Beautiful bed room slip-

pers, Hand embroidered corset
covers, Xmas box writing paper etc
Neckties, Suspenders. Handkers
chiefs, Military brush sets,
in oak or bras, Shaving
sets, Smokers sets, Night robes,
Pajamas etc.
Long Camonas, Handmade work
baskets, Silverware, :Cut glass,
Fancy chit a, Table linen etc.
P'Pes, Cigar humidor-s- . Felt slip-- 1
per8 A Victor or Edison Phono- graph will amuse the whole family
Book-rack-

AIHOUSAMJiOTHBR

IINTKRESTING

THINGS

VA1AABI.K

AM)

TO tfcKJ.ECT FROM

W. N. iTOWNSEND & CO.
THE RACKET STORE.
If you love delicious
Coffee, then for your
own sake try

Chase & Sanborn
'Seal Brand Pure Coffee''
YOU'LL KAY ITS THE
DELLGHTFULL, PAGI
NATING COKPEE- YOU
EVER TASTED.
1st flavor Is so rich' Mellow
and Satisfy inn that you wonder why you have for so long
heen satisfied with ordinary

RISTMAS

Presents

We have now in stock and are every day
rerpiviDg goods lor Christmas.
Wiihavo an elegant line of genUerrn's
ties, hose ard. hose supporteis, mufflers
etc. I
For tadips an elegant line of plumes, rib-bons

In air tierht tans whPh protect Its distinctive flavor, also
full line of OHASE &

.S

TEAS,

!

We are pole Agents for
Santa Fe,

SAN FRANCISCO ST,
SANTA FE N. M.

ar gains In

j

I

coffee,

IF YOU WANT TO GET
TIM- E- WHAT YOU WANT WHEN
YOU WANT IT GO TO

j

SANTA PE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO

;

City.
A. O. Waha, chief of operation of
the United States forest service, has
returned to Albuquerque from a several weeks' trip to the Carson nationMexal forest, near the Colorado-Neico boundary.
"Hon. H. O. Bursum has spent the
greater part of the week out at his
Basket leaves Monday Tuesday sheep ranches in the Oscura .mounthat Mr, Bursum
nd Friday. tains. It is reported
Returns
is 'shipping a considerable number of
Barber Shov lambs from his ranges."
AGENCY atO.
Phone No 23 Owing to the fact that a number
F. O. BROWN,
of young ladies could not attend be- ;
; Red

j

the Household

And Everything for

.

Thurdy

Mgr. YalleyRanchH. M.

goods line.

H.5.HEM

For Best Laundry Work

Write tod y for llu trted pamph t
ana an iniwrrrmion

are prepared for it and can handle
all your wants in the Hardware & Sporting

pneumonia.
M. O'Neill, a mining man from Cer-- t
Bonnie rehearrinos, southern Santa Fe county, i cause of the Princess
in town on legal business, stopping at sal, the reception to have been given
on'. last Thursday night by Charles
the Claire.
Assistant Traveling Auditor John W. Fairfield, was called off.
Sheriff C. L. Ballard arrived last
J. Joerns returned to Santa Fe early
this morning from Raton where he night from Roswell taking quarters
at the Claire. Assisted by Deputies
visited his family.
Former Adjutant General A. P. H. C. Kendall and Mounted PoliceTarkington was in town yesterday on man Fred Higgins, he brought in a
a brief visit, registering at the Mod number of prisoners for the peniten
ern, from Las Vegas.
tiary. Today he leaves with some
Mr. and Mrs. Jan van Houten and boys1 for the reform school.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer E. Studley have
Judge John R. McFie, District Clerk
returned to Raton from a visit to Chi- Frank W. Shearon, District Attorney
cago and Denver.
E. C. Abbott and Court Stenqgrapher
Mr. and Mrs. J. Weil and Lou Mrs. G. F. McNitt comprised the disWeil arrived last night from Kansas trict court party that left for Estancia
City, registering at the Palace. They yesterday afternoon to open district
left, this morning for Taos.
court for Torrance county this after
Colonel W. S. Hopewell of Albu- noon.
querque was a visitor in Santa Fe on
Saturday and from here left for Chi(Continued on Pace Eiehti
cago, Pittsburg and Washington.
Mrs. E. P. Davies is reported very
ill at her home suffering with pneumonia. On Saturday her sister Miss
Hanlon was also taken ill with pneumonia.
Charles H. Carr and wife of Irving,
111., were among the sightseers who arTHE LEADING
rived yesterday at the Palace. They
left today for Espanola to visit rela-

IfErM LAUNDRY

'"

.....

at

p. m.
"Ten miles shorter than any other
and
Good convenient hacl
way.
,'.
good teams.;

Taos

Splendid trout fihinr In Summer and all kinds, of hunting,
HoRbKBACK riding TENNIS

-

:

Prom

OF AMERICA

THE VALLEY RANCH

J. F.MILLER

estate:

woodts

THE

etc
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RKAL'E STATE aDd INSURANCE business

tort rtrtfl Art
fU,UUUiUU at low

SWITZERLAND

M.

relatives-Territori-

Treasurer M. A. Otero is
on duty again after a week's illness
during which he was threatened with

NOW IS THE TIME

,

-

visit

Saaata, Xe, IT. M

HO San. E"ranclses St.

toaay

d

.

N. B. LAUGHLIN

W. S. DAVIS, Cashier.
W. E.

FLICK

G. FRANKLIN

OFFICERS

I'richard

que- S. Hunt of Los Angeles, is in town
sightseeing. He is Mopping at the

"

'

A

W.

for Kstimcia on li?:il business.
Jude K. V. Long, of Las Vegas, is
in Sanra Ke on leiral business.
M. F. YalmLsten. a New York trav-ii'linman, is registered at the Palace,
Attorney Francis C. Wilcon return-- i
I'd yesterday from a trip to Albuquer-- j

UNITED STATES BANK & TRUST CO
.

d'orse

i;

n

ONE DOLLAR WILL START AN. ACCOUNT.

PAUL

SANTA FK SEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

llli

,

neckwear, handkeicbit Js. hre, til
kinds of fancy articles, tmbroidery patterns royal flosses and tilo, dolls, statuary,
vases etc.
....
We cordially invite every rne to call and
look over our stock and we feel tuie we can
please you.

H.

HUE S CO.

La Moda Millinery
Phone Black 78

"PHOHE

11

Catron Block.
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PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.
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Miles From
lie. Moines

MONDAY,

the director of the census, to determine their fitness for the work. This
examination will be of a practical
character, consisting chiefly or wholly
of the filling out of a sample schedule
of population from data furnish, and,
in the case of enumerators whose
work will be in rural districts, the
filling out of a sample schedule of

Bright an a oteaav

St, Louis Roc v Mt. &

Pacific

11.

Miles From
Raxou

9TATIONS.

J

Lamp

A bright and steady light depends upon the
construction of the lamp.
The best kill ha put forth its best effort in
perfecting the Rayo Lamp.
As the air is fed to the flame so does the light
current of air through
burn. The
e
of the Rayo Lamp stoures a uniform
the
light, with never a dicker or Hare.
The ideal family lamp. Made of brass throughout and beautifully nickeled.
d
lamp, but yen cannot
The Ravo i a
at
a
better
price.
any
lamp
get

No 2
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If Not at Vours, Write for
Everv Dealer Fvervwhere.
"Descriptive Circular to the Nearest Agency of the

a.
a. m.
a. m.
a. in.
a.

CONTINENTAL

a.m.

00

a. m.
a. m,
ar'JR&'PSXiit&.Vj':-

Connects with E, P, A . W. Ry. train No.
M., 6:15 p. m.
S. W. Ry. train No.
Connect! with E. P.
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arriving

OIL COMPANY

(Incorporated)
IT

ill

Ml nli

isMMiMH

IWMirsr"

in Dawson, N.

boundary line of the United States
with Canada. The old stone monu
ments, placed years ago and hopeless

leaving Dawson, N. M.
v
:5 a. m.
Mit,.
Stage for van Houten, N. M., meet trains at Preston, N. M.
as
fallows:
Oes
Moines
U, & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from
NORTH BOUND
SOUTH BOUND.
No. 1. :0 a. m.
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 7, t:12 p. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
TracK connection with A. T.
V
W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron A
S. at Oes Moines, E. P AS
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Cimarron. N. M., Is depot . r the following points In New Mexico: Ocato,
Rayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
lite Park. N. M., is depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo
Lobo,
fceco. Arroyo Hondo. Baldy. Black Lakes.
Cerro, Elizabethtown,
Questa, Ranches da Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
W. A. GORWVN.
e. J, DEDIWfV
J. van HOUTEN;
123
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GOOD NEWS.

Many Santa Fe Readers Have Heard
It and Profited Therebv.
"Good news travels fast." and the
thousands of bad back sufferers in
Santa Fe are glad to learn that prompt
relief is within their reach. Many a
lame, weak and aching back is bad no
more, thanks to Doan's Kidney Pills.
Our citizens are tellinz the good news
of their experience with the Old
Quaker Remedy. Here is an example
worth reading:
Locario Lopez, Agua Fria street.
Santa Fe, X. M., says: "1 have had
no severe return of kidney trouble
since using Doan's Kidney Pills several years ago. Xow and then I have
noticed a slight attack of backache,
but at such times Doan's Kidney Pills
have given quick and positive relief.
For a long time I was, made miserable
by spells of kidney complaint and my
back often so lame and painful that I
could scarcely do anythlns. I did not
sleep well and no matter whether I
were lying down or standing up, the
trouble was in evidence. The kidney
secretions annoyed me both day and
night by their irregularity in passage
and there was a heavy sediment in
them. After several remedies I tried
had failed to help me, I procured
Doan's Kidney 'Pills at Stripling, Burrows & Co.'s drug store and they lived
up to all the claims made for them. I
have never hesitated to say a good

"Each applicant is furnished with an
illustrative example of the manner of
filling the population schedule and, in
country districts, with a copy of the
agricultural schedule to which, in the
main, the work of the census enumerators is confined.
These forms of
schedules are furnished for the information of the applicant and should be
studied and preserved for use in connection with the examination referred
to in the preceding paragraph.
"It will be necessary for each enumerator, before entering upon his duties,
to receive a commission, under the
hand of the supervisor of the district
to which he belongs, and to take and
subscribe an oath or affirmation that
he will faithfully discharge all the
duties required of him under the law.
"The census act also provides that
an enumerator, after accepting an appointment and qualifying for the work,
can not, 'without justifiable cause,' refuse or neglect to perform the duties
of the position; and he will further be
required to devote his entire working
time to the census work during the
period of the enumeration.
"The compensation to be paid to
enumerators is fixed by the census act,
and an allowance of not less than two
nor more than four cents for each inhabitant, not less .than twenty nor
more than thirty cents for each farm
reported, and ten cents for each barn
and inclosure containing live stock

casy-llowin- g

00
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some of Harvester Company, concentration of retary recommends,
would compel cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
1.
That the law is a revenue return, predicated on gross income the returns will be returns)
The
inaccurate.
transporta-cause- s regular reports from
water
all interstate Cure. F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo,
power
ownership,
measure and should be construed lib- - received in cash and deductions
y
of inaccuracy will be two: tion by water in the United States. commerce
and their, O.
corporations,
for the purpose of producing resented by cash transactions, will
honest error; second, willful in- - It was still continuing its investiga- - publication in form which would
First,
We, the undersigned, have known
revenue for the government.
vary from the real net income some- - tent to defraud the government of tions of the tobacco industry, the
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
safeguard business secrets.
2. That, the real intent, of the law wrmt in
proportion as the business
If an honest error is made eration of cotton exchanges and state
In the bureau of immigration and believe him perfectly honorable in all
is to collect a tax of 1 per cent on transacted by the corporation varies in
the return for one year, systems of corporate taxation,
the need of facilities business transactions, and financially
calculating
naturalization,
inof
net
the
the
income, less $5,000
from the absolutely cash basis. This it will be corrected if possible, and
to meet growing conditions is recog-- 1 able to carry out any obligations
On
of
the
government
subject
dividual corporation, joint stock com- is viewing the matter in its simplest
if not corrected in one year it trol of the financial and industrial nized. Improvements have been made made by his firm.
pany, or association liable to the tax.
aspect.
would more than probably correct it- - forces, Secretary Nagel says some in the immigration stations all over
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin,
In order to clearly understand the
When we contemplate the compli- - self later. Where fraudulent purpose ters
s
some
and
and
will
makes
on.
the
be
carried
import-iWholesale
country
things
Druggists, Toledo, O.
intent of the law a few primary defini- - cations and intricacies of the busi- The prime In all during the fiscal year, 944,233
vigorous prosecution ant recommendations.
discovered,
Cure is taken internHall's
Catarrh
tions are essential:
ness affairs of a great corporation, will follow. This bureau feels that need of two
is emphasized: aliens entered the country, and 67 ally, acting directly upon the blood
things
Net Income.
with its many dealings with other in
with the incorporated busi- - First, reliable information upon which per cent of them came from Russia and mucous surfaces of the
The term "net income" as used in corporations and individuals which nessdealing
it is dealing, in the government may take legislative and the countries of southern Europe.
the
of
sent free. Price 7o c.
this means not only net profits aris- - are never settled in cash, but are set-- the main, withcountry
men. However, and administrative action and see- A total of 29 per cent of illiterates is per bottle. Sold by all druggists.
honest
the
prin- tied on somewhat the clearing house the
ing from the operation of
regulations are drawn sufficiently 0nd, Tellable information in a con- - shown by the report, which is someTake Hall's Family Pills for
cipal business of the corporation, but plan; its many advances of funds rigid to restrain anyone who does not cise
available form to serve for ! thing of an increase over the previous
and
all items of income received from oth- - and
statements of ac- measure up to tnis standard.
er sources, such as investments, hold- - counts, purchases of supplies and
The regulations do not call for spe - '
ings in other companies and business- - materials' at ,one time, which
are cific methods of keeping accounts or
es, etc. The expression "net income" mixed with supplies and materials al- - any
particular method of bookkeepis used because there can be no ques- - ready on hand and those purchased
the requirement is simply that
ing;
tion as to its embraciug amounts of at other times, and which are used the transaction
be so recorded that
income received from these outside and disbursed without any relation to accurate returns can be made theresources, whereas there might be some their time of purchase, any attempt to from and verified when necessary.
question as to whether or not such follow each of these transactions' out
In many corporations, mercantile
items would be included in the ex- - into the cash book and to settle the and
manufacturing particularly, an
pressions "net profits" or "net earn- accounts of such complicated actions inventory, or its equivalent, is essenBy LOUIS JOSEPH VANCE
By GEORGE BARR McCUTCHEON
.
ings."
of a corporation on the cash book in- - tial at the close of each calendar
v
' stead
This is a roust;."', thrrfhvz story of
Gross Income.
of on the ledger, would result year. T,he law
This is the best selling novel in America
states that
THE
In the same manner the term "gross in inextricable confusion, uncertainty the tax shall bespecifically
adventure and shows the author of
them
as
or
collected for the calread
novels,
give
If you
income" includes gross profits the ex- - and inaccuracy, and the friction occa- - endar
HOLIDAY. BOOK
year and no return for any oth-e- r
the tremendously popular "BRASS
want
it.
will
naturally
presents, you
pression being used because there sioned the business world by such an
can be accepted. Provision
For 1909
BOWL" at his best.
can be no question but what it em- - attempt would be a very serious pxbp- - is period
however made for preparing reIllustrated by
HARRISON
FISHER
braces all items of income received osition.
Illustrated
by
turns for the present year, when no
HARRISON FISHER
by any corporation from any source,
As a result of this reasoning, cor- - inventory or equivalent was taken at
ILLUSTRATED
$1.50
while there might be some question porations have been divided into six close of last calendar
$1.50
Proviyear.
as to whether "gross profits" or classes, and the following definitions sion is
made, for a method of fairly
"gross earnings" would embrace sucli adopted:
amount of loss and de-- :
determining
items..
(a). Banks and other financial in-- preciation claimed; also for a fair ad-great amount of adverse criticism stitutions. Gross income consists of justment of profit or loss in case of
of this law is due to misapprehension the gross revenue derived from the sale of
capital assets acquired prior
of the proper definitions of these operation and management of the to
1, 1909; also for properly
January
By FRANCES FOSTER PERRY
terms. The opinion was advanced business and property of the corpora-tha- t
for materials and supplies,
accounting
This is the- ideal book of the year for
because "gross income" was not tion making the return, together with etc.
By CYRUS
POST
Holiday giving. If'you see it you'll
EMILY
By
"gross profits" it must be "gross re- - all amounts of income (including
Great numbers of communications
like tt; if you read it, you U
and that, in the same way, be- - idends received on stock of other
have been received ' relative to the
&yt
A
ti4Pift in "ill lAffe' "Jnf
"net income" was not "net prof- - porations, joint-stoc- k
'W
"U'J
and
Boxed, Net $2.00
companies,
publicity clause. While there is ap- M
An American college girl alone on a desert
e
its" it means "net receipts." An ex-- associations subject to this tax)
A
and power
women.
American
some inconsistency between
parently
of the law, however, will rived from all other sources as shown the two
island
with
a twentieth century savage; a startling
heiress
the
American
an
paragraphs of the law relatful presentation of life of
show that if gross income meant by the entries on its books from Jan-gro- ing to
information
worked
the
out.
making
public
plot, splendidly
after she marries a title.
receipts the statutory deduc- - uary 1 to December 31 of the year for received, the language of the law
tions therefrom would not leave net which return is made.
ILLUSTRATED
. - $1.50
$1.50
ILLUSTRATED
relating to filing returns for record
receipts, but would leave merely an
(b) Insurance companies. Same as and public inspection is so clear that
AT ALL BOOKSELLERS
arbitrary sum. It also appeared from 1 (a) above.
the Bureau of Internal Revenue has
calculations that if these interpreta
2. Transportation
com'ianies
no discretion whatever in the matter.
tions were given to the law from mer- - same as 1 (a) above.
The forms" and regulations will go
jj
cantile and manufacturing companies
3. Manufacturing companies
Gross to the collector of each district who
FOUR HUNDRED THOUSAND
CORPORATIONS MUST REPORT,
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THE NEW BOOKS FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS
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PAGE EIGHT.

Personal Mention

ESSE!

t.

PHONE

HAYWARD'S MARKET

92.

(Continued

NO. 92.

(Continued

Sold Liquor to
Indians Gorgon io1
District Attorney Alexander Read,
nf IMn (Jraniln count v iirrived Satur- - Gomez was arrested :it Galltin for sell
day night from Tierra Aniarilla, tak-- i ins liquor t: Indians and was sent to j
ting quarters at the Palace. He is on jail for thirty days.
his way to Estaucia where legal busi
ness will keep him several weeks.
"Yom now until Christmas the jew- Public
Instruction
,.iry stores of H. C. Vontz and S.
Superintendents
J. K. Clark went to Espanola this fore-- j Spitz will he open in the evening.
noon being called there by some (lis- ()y Stirling is the champion fly fish- pute in the public schools and expects erninn of America. He told his troub-- :
to leave tomorrow afternoon for Tu- - ies 1( Tarpaulin and old Tarp helped
cumcari on a similar mission.
him. if he hadn't Roy might have lost,
1
George M. Neal arrived this noon Elks' o;era house Dec. 7th and 18th.
j
Great
of
Event Yes-- i
has
he
where
been
Anniversary
from Roulder, Colo.,
anniversary
installing a $12,000 electric power terdny was the fifty-fift- h
plant. He will open offices in Santa of the arrival of Sherman at the sea,
Fe. Mr. Xeal, as well as his associate, after his memorable march through
Mr. Cooper, have wide experience in Georgia.
School Superintendent Resigns W.
irrigation and power plant matters,
IJinoI has "Bigued as superin-Denve- r
II. A. Lathrop, mail clerk on the
Eddy
and Rio Grande out of Santa 1fIhU'nt of s('ho1 at Artes,a10 the Santa county. Xo successor has been chosen
h
l.een
transferred
'
Fe on the run between Albuquerque j as
and Ash Fork. He is succeeded on' Let ns show you tlie new line ot
the Denver and Rio Grande by AY: S. Sterling Silver Toilet Sets, manicure
Garvin of Alburinernue.
iseis, cJotnes urusnes, military nrusnes, whisk brooms, powder boxes, pers
Mala-quiaTerritorial Coal Oil Inspector
Martinez arrived in town Sat- fume bottles, etc. Prices the lowest
for first class goods. H.
urday night taking quarters at the
Surf, the Old Sea Dog He will be
Coronado. He reports that thereas an
lhis iellow
Mend forever.
snow
in
'your
mountains
abundance of
the
Kit- .
ttinnsrht he
" a kiss from- around Taos all ot wnicn augurs went
ty Clover but watch and see what they
for the coming agricultural season.
do get.
Elks Opera House, Dec. 17th
1
Louis-a
in
the Spencian,
HI An article
and 18th.
ville, Ky., publication pays high trib-- j
Train Report The Denver and Rio
ute to a former Santa Fe girl, Miss
is one hour late; the Xew
Grande
Mayme Gentry. The article refers to Mexico Central on time; Santa Fe
her as an ambitious, conscientious trains as follows: Xos. 4 and 8 on
hustling individual. It states that time; first Xo. 1 reach Lamy 8 p.
Miss Gentry was among the 'OS grad nt.:
second Xo. 1 at Lamy 9 p. m.; Xo.
uates of the Spencian Commercial 7 at
Lamy at 10 p. ni.; Xo. !) at Lamy
school of Louisville and that now she at
10:15; Xo, 2 and Xo. 3 arrived here
is holding a very responsible posi- at 12:30 noon.
tion with the Smith & Xixon Company
Two Ugly Assault Cases Front Cer
of that city.
ro comes the report of two nasty asDr. Edgar L. Hewett of the School sault cases. Pooler Martinez, son of
of American Archaeology at Santa Fe,
owner of a saloon at Cerro, is acreturned from a trip to Yucatan, the
of attempted criminal assault
which while not devoid of interest in- cused
on
a
young
girl he had employed to
alvolved no exciting adventures,
Martinez is under ardo
his
washing.
is
to
it
Dr.
Hewett
though, according
to marry the girl.
offered
and
has
rest
a country to set the archaeologist wild
on account of its many archaeological Another young man, named Trujillo,
treasures. Although in the yellow of the same vicinity, while drunk, at'
fever belt, the climate of Yucatan at tempted a criminal assault, so it is
this time is quite pleasant. It is one charged, upon the young married
of the richest portions of Mexico and daughter of Felipe Martinez. Trujillo
has many attractions. On Tursday. has fled to Idaho.
Dr. Hewett will leave for St. Louis
NOTICE TO SHAREHOLDERS.
and thence for his eastern lecture
The annual meeting of the sharecircuit expecting to cover Canada
from Halifax to Vancouver .this win- holders of the First. National bank of
ter. Dr. Hewett is much pleaseu with Santa Fe, for the election of a board
the progress that is being made in fit- of directors for the ensuing year and
ting up the School of American Arch- for the transaction of suchcomeother
beaeology in the Old Palace which is business as may properly
held
at
will
the
be
fore
banking
funds
it,
being done as rapidly as the
house, Santa Fe, N. M., on Tuesday,
available permit.
Januarv 11th, 1910, at 3:30 o'clock
JOHN H. VAUGHN,
FOR REXT Rooms for housefceev p. m.
Cashier.
ing. 1C0 Garcia street.
'
I

j

j

BLUE POINTS
CRABS

j

LOBSTERS

j

AM

MARKET

S

PHONE
NO. 92.

BBS

g

No-

-

CASH

4

Grocery

g

No.

4

Bakery

i

INTERESTING PRICES

9
(j

7

25c
BARS GOOD LAUNDRY SOAP
"
25c
PRARL WHITE
'
25c
" DIAMOND "C"
Every ona Koowns what the Diamond "C" is

POTATOES
"

ARE NOW AT THEIR LOWEST
100 Ids f r
15 lbs. for
25c
1909 Walnuts and Almonds per lb. - -

,

1;30
-

20c

APPLES $1.75 PER BOX
Winesaps, Jonathans, Northern Spy and Winter

M.

Blush

THE ONLY BAKERS
Where you can get anything you want, no cheap
stuff, we use only the best of everything in our
Bakery.
Phone

!

I.UiHIIt.iU

IIHJJ

in

I

hubbs laundry company
--

our work is best"

Our Specialty Good Work and Prompt Service:'
W. H.Kerr Aet Santa Fe
Pnone 122 Itedf
,r

'

13,

909.

37 i2;
13(iil3.25: January 1312
Silver 52
GRAIN. PORK. LARD AND RIBS.
Chicago, 111., Dec. 13 Wheat May
1111-2(1-July 100
Corn May 67; July 66
fij
Oats May 45
July 43.
Pork Jan. 22.32 2; May 21.97
Lard Jan. 13.05; May 12..."i 7
Ribs Jan. 11.971-2- ;
May 11.52 12.
WOOL MARKET- St. Louis, Dec. 13. Wool unchang- ed; territorial and western mediums
24tf(29; fine mediums 21 (ft 2.1; fine 12
li

3--

4

On last Saturday night about half
past six while on his way home, Cel-sOrtiz a cab driver in the employ
of Williams and Rising, Ulet with an
experience that came near costing
him his life. At that, he w;,c tmrtlt
if not seriously bruised about
the
head. Leaving the stable on San
Francisco street he started for his
home. He reached the bridge near
Guadalupe, church when he observed
two men approaching him. As they
came near he stepped to one side to
let them pass, but tnat is the last he
remembered until he awoke several
hours later to find himself lying in a
ravine near the Santa Fe stream with
a badly battered head and minus
$1.23 which he had had in his pocket.
In all probability the two men must
have known liiiu and thought that as
it was Saturday night he must have
received his week's pay. Ortiz is unable to describe his assailants nor
does he know what sort of an instrument they used to knock him

(q 20.

LIVESTOCK.

Kansas City,

Mo., Dec. 13.

Cattle-Rece-

bulls $3.00(84.50; calves $3.75f?
western steers $3.75C.OO: western cows $2.754.75.
Hogs
Receipts, 12,000; market 10
cents lower. Bulk of sales $S.00p
S.35; heavy $8.30(38.40; packers and
butchers $S.158.35; light $7.S08.20;
'
pigs $C.757.50.
Sheep
Receipts, S.000; market 10
cents lower.
Muttons $4.506.00:
lambs $G.00(ff8.25; fed western weth5

20;
7.75:

her parent's residence at

207

John-

son street, Miss Mabei Murray, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Murray of
West Jefferson, Ohio, died after suffering with tuberculosis. The deceased was but twenty years of age
and came here last January from her
Ohio home seeking health,. "While
here she made' numerous friends and
was well thought of. Her father is a
prominent grain, coal and lumber
dealer and stands high n the busi
ness and social community of West
Jefferson, a town a few miles distant from the state capital. This afternoon at one o'clock Very Rev.
Anthony Fourchegu of the Cathedral
held services at the house and at,
the body was taken 1o the
depot where it was shipped east.
The following young men acted as
pall bearers: Carlos Creamer, Frank
Keefe, Michael Stanton and D.
one-thirt-

western steers
4.75;
$4.257;
stockers and feeders
$4.105.20;
cows and heifers $2.105.60; calves
$7

9.50.

Market
Receipts 40,000.
Sheep
ten lower. Native $3.50'5.25; western $3.75 (a 5.75; yearlings $6.257.60,
western
lambs, native $5.75g6.50;

$5.75S.50.

DO YOU

WANT TO GET

y

THERE

Right Now?
PHONE 204

MARKET -- REPORT-

FOR AN
MONEY AND METALS.
New York, Dec. 13. Call money
prime-mercantil-

e

4

paper 5"5

Mexican dollars 44; Anial. 88
Atch. 122
N. Y. C. 124
S. P.
131
U. P. 203; steel 91
pfd.
2;

3--

.....
125

H. A. HART
,

PhOPRIETOR.

New York, Dec. .13. Lead
firm
44550; copper quiet standard spot
-

A

T

Artistic Tailoring

t4

Monday Dec. 13th.

ffiSgf
FROM

nE THRUSDAY

t

"

t

1

w

wv

III 1

fife
i

'
'

1

11

W;

M'

1

"

-

shere are no clothes troubles

our cutters and tailors
are skilled artists. The clothes
they make fit correctly and are
tailored per f ectly.
Our woolens are beautiful and
our prices are not lofty in any

f

DEC. 16.

ou all know our reputation
in making ready made clothes
Be sure when you order a
suit made that your tailor is a
This statement
man of sense.
can be used as sensible admonition at any time judging from the
number of men we see wearing
ill fitting, poorly tailored clothes.
It would not be out of place
if it were posted in the inside of
;

Perfect Fitting Clothes Can Be Had

IIS
(H

degree.

;

$18.50 to $50.00
O'coats from $1 7.50 to $35.00
Trousers from $4.50 to $10.00
Suits from

-

If you appreciate good Tailoring let us have
ynur measure and we will guarantee to have
it hire before Xrnas.

Test our ability you money back if not satisfactory

their hats.
'

f

ipts,

including 5'KI southto 15 cents lower.
erns:
Native steers $44.75(fr 8.50; .southern
steers $3.5067 5.50; southern cows $2.60
(ft 4.1 5; native cows and heifers $2. oil
(a 6.50; stockers and feeders $3.20f
1S.O0O,
market 10

ers and yearlings
fed
?4.75f?7.00;
TUBERCULOSIS CAUSES
western ewes $4.255.25.
DEATH OF OHIO GIRL. .
Chicago, Dec. 13. Cattle Receipts
45,000.' Market ten to twenty lower.
Sunday morning at one o'clock at Beeves $4 (fi 8.60; Texas steers
$3.80

F. Andrews, Phone No. 4 J
mummmm
minimr

No. 4.

DECEMBER

3--

Treatment.

j

;

HEAD

Highwaymen 0n Saturday Night Subject a Cab Driver to Very Rough

;

Or any hot house vegetables that are not in the
market we would be glad to order them for you.
PHONE
NO. 92.

OVER

AND TOSSED INTO A RAVINE.

From Page Two.)

i

We sold over 200 Turkeys for Thanksgiving
and havent had a kick yet. While our dealer
says our Christmas Turkey will be better yet:
If you want to order anything extra, such as
QUAIL
GROUSE

From Page Five.)

CLUBBED

i

Christmas Turkey
PRARIE CHIX

Minor City Topics.

i

IS TIME TO ORDER YOUR

NOW

MONDAY,

NAT HAN SAL (h ON

SANTA FE,
NEW MEXICO.

.

